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THE UNDERGRADUATES

NUMERICAL CORRECTIONS

The activity scale titled Science/Technology consists of 12 activities. However, the last four
activities, related to the use of computers, did not fit well with the first eight items, related to
science principles and procedures. -In most of the tables-in-the book the Sci/Tech score is based
only on the first 8 items in the scale. In two instances, however, the 12 item scale results were
reported. These should be corrected as follows:

Page 87: Average score on the Scienceffechnology scale are:

White Black Hispanic Asian
16 15 16 18

The QE Sci/Tech chart should read as follows:Page 131:

Score

19

18

17

16

15-

14

13

RU DU CCU GLA SLA

Other corrections:

Page 51: Activity Scales Maximum Difference

Dormitory or Fraternity /Sorority 3

Science 2

Page 141: line 14 change 50 hours to 40 hours

Page 174: line 15 change "20 hours a week" to "less than 20 hours a week".

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CHAPTER 1

COLLEGES AND CRITICS

In the decade of the 1980's there were, each year, about six mil-

lion undergraduate students attending one of the four-year colleges and

universities that offer a bachelors degree. This book is an account of what

they do when they are there. Other young people and adults are enrolled

in other college programsfour and a half million in the 2-year commu-

nity and junior colleges, and another half million in various specialized

schools; but this book is not about them. The undergraduates whose ac-

tivities and impressions are described in this book are, for the most part,

ones for whom going to college means going away to college. They do

not live at home, they live on or near the campus, and they attend fuiltime.

For them, college is a place, a physical setting, an environment, a habitat

where one lives with other students engaged in the common activities of

attending classes, reading and studying, taking exams, exploring relation-

ships with others, perhaps participating in various clubs and organiza-

tions, and expanding one's knowledge, intellectual skills, and personal

and social competence. For these students it is appropriate to think about

"the college experience," for college is a special place, a special range of

activities, at a special time in one's life. Whatever impact, or influence, or

impression college may have on its students should be clearest and most

conclusive on those who have been most fully engaged in the experience.

Undergraduates in the baccalaureate degree granting institutions

arc the hard-core of American higher education. It is about them and the

institutions they attend that most of the recent critical analyses of higher



education have been written. We begin our report, then, with some im-

pressions about who they are, where they are, and what is being said

about the quality of their education.

The Carnegie Foundation classifies the 4-year institutions in three

broad groupsliberal arts colleges, comprehensive colleges and universi-

ties, and doctoral granting universities. In their report published in 1987,

they listed 1378 institutions .

Liberal arts colleges number 564. They are small colleges, often

located in small towns; and nearly all of them are private rather than pub-

lic. Many are affiliated with a religious denomination; many others are

non-sectarian. All of their students are undergraduates. Although the lib-

eral arts colleges are two-fifths of all the institutions, they enroll one-tenth

of all the undergraduatesabotit 600,000 of the 6,000,000. Both the

Carnegie Foundation and our own analyses further subdivide the colleges

into two groups based on the academic selectivity of the student body.

One group, which we call the highly selective liberal arts colleges (SLA),

typically admit most of their students from the top ten-percent in high

school grades and college entrance test scores. They are high prestige

places with many more applicants than they have room to admit. There

are 125 of these colleges and they account for about 3% of all undergrad-

uates. The second group consists of what I call the general liberal arts

colleges (GLA). It includes all the remaining 439 colleges and accounts

for 7% of all undergraduate enrollments.

The second major group, and the largest both in the number of

institutions and the number of undergraduates attending them, are the

comprehensive colleges and universities (CCU). There are 601 of them

and they account for about 2,800,000 undergraduates. This is 44% of all

the baccalaureate institutions and 47% of all the undergraduate students.
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These institutions are bigger than liberal arts colleges, and they offer mas-

ter's degrees in various subjects. Some are not much bigger, perhaps

only 3,000 or so students compared with the typical enrollment of fewer

.than 2,000 in most liberal arts colleges, and they may offer a master's de-

gree in only a few fields, perhaps education, business, engineering. Other

comprehensive institutions have very large enrollments, 30,000 or so in

some of the California State Colleges and Universities, and offer master's

degrees and first professional degrees in many fields. None of these insti-

tutions offer a doctorate degree or any advanced professional degree such

as an MD.

The third group consists of the institutions that offer a doctorate

degree, PhD, and advanced professional degrees in many fields. The

most famous, and the biggest, universities are in this groupthe Ivy

League universities such as Harvard and Yale, the big State universities

such as Michigan, Minnesota, Berkeley, and UCLA. All of the states

have a state university. Other highly selective private universities, such as

Chicago and Stanford, also fall in this group. There are 213 universities

that award a doctoral degree; and they have about 2,600,000 undergradu-

ate students. That accounts for 15% of the institutions and 43% of the

undergraduate students. The Carnegie Foundation sub-divides these insti-

tutions into two categories based on the extent of their involvement in re-

search. One category, called research universities (RU) has 103 institu-

tions that receive annually at least 12 1/2 million dollars in federal support

for research and development. The other category, called doctorate-

granting universities (DU) consists of 110 institutions.
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The types of institutions, as described above, are as follows:

Abbreviation
Number

Types of Institutions Institutions
of Percent

of Total

RU Research Universities 103 7

DU Doctorate granting Universities 110 8

CCU Comprehensive Colleges & Universities 601 44

GLA General Liberal Arts Colleges 439 32

SLA Selective Liberal Arts Colleges 125 9

1,378 100

The approximate number of undergraduate students at each type

of institution are summarized here:

Abbreviation
Number

Types of Institutions Undergraduates
of Percent

of Total

RU Research Universities 1,648,000 28

DU Doctorate granting Universities 920,000 15

CCU Comprehensive Colleges & Universities 2,810,000 47

GLA General Liberal Arts Colleges 391,000 7

SLA Selective Liberal Arts Colleges 191,000 3

5,960,000 100

The enrollment numbers reported by the Carnegie Foundation are

total enrollments. This includes graduate students as well as undergradu-

ates. Arbitrarily we have estimated that about one-fourth of the students

in the research universities and the doctoral universities are graduate stu-

dents, and about one-fifth of the students at the comprehensive colleges

and universities are graduate students. We have then reduced the total en-

rollment figure listed by the Carnegie Foundation by these percentages to

get estimates of their undergraduate enrollment.

4
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It is surely evident from this variety of institutions that the under-

graduate experience might be very different at different places. The expe-

rience could be at a small southern Baptist college in Texas, a state uni-

versity in Montana or Mississippi, a former teachers college now ex-

panded to a comprehensive institution in up-state New York, a massive

Big Ten university, or an academically very selective private college in the

east such as Swarthmore or Amherst. All this diversity makes generaliza-

tions about undergraduate education difficult and potentially misleading.

It is perhaps for this reason that most of the recent criticisms of

higher education have not really faced up to the diversity of student bodies

across the country. On the one hand, critics say that diversity is a strength

which should be preserved; but on the other hand, critics see diversity as a

lack of common purpose, a loss of a sense of mission, a system in disar-

ray. There are, of course, many perspectives from which one might view

higher education; but all of them confront diversitydiversity of courses

and curricula, diversity of institutions, diversity of students, diversity of

purposes. Moreover, the obvious fact of diversity persuades many critics

to argue that there should be less diversity, more agreement about pur-

poses, more structure in the curriculum. Two of the critical reports in the

1980's focused on the content of undergraduate education. One focused

on goals for student learning. And one dealt broadly with the institution

as an organization.

The report from the National Endowment for the Humanities,

written by William Bennett (1984), argues that the emphasis in under-

graduate education should be on the crucial and central importance of his-

tory, philosophy, languages, and literature for understanding the heritage

of western civilization. It is this heritage that is the source of the most

powerful and pervasive influences on American society. Bennett believes
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that knowledge in the humanities is essential to a college education. This

includes:

Origins and development of western civilization
major trends in society, religion, art, literature, poli-
tics, as well as basic chronology.

Careful reading of several master works of English,
American, and European literature.

Understanding of the most significant ideas and de-
bates in the history of philosophy.

Demonstrable proficiency in a foreign language
(modern or classical) and the ability to view the lan-
guage as an avenue into another culture.

Familiarity with at least one non-western culture or
civilization.

The history of science and technology.

Regardless of the career interests of students, and the many fields

of specialization found in college catalogues, there should be a common

concern for the knowledge and understanding advocated in this report

from the National Endowment for the Humanities. The important issue

for higher education is not in the diversity of students going to college;

rather it is in the lack of coherence and conviction about what is essential

for all student to learn.

An analysis published by the Association of American Colleges,

Integrity in the College Curriculum (1985), also deals mainly with the cur-

riculum rather than with the diversity of students enrolled in the colleges.

It recommends that all colleges provide, and all students should have, cer-

tain essential types of experiences, aimed at understanding how knowl-

edge is created, and the methods and processes and modes of inquiry.

This is not a list of "subject-matter." It is, as the report states, a list of

essential experiences. These are:

Inquiry, abstract logical thinking, critical analysis.
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Literacy: writing, reading, speaking, listening.

Understanding numerical data.

Historical consciousness.

Scienceits nature, methods, reliability, and limitations.

Values.

Appreciation and experience of the fine and performing arts.

International and multicultural experiences.

Study in depth.

The key players in efforts to improve the education of undergrad-

uates are the professorstheir preparation for teaching, their dedication to

the importance of teaching undergraduates, and their concern for the un-

dergraduate curriculum.

The attention of the National Institute of Education (NIE) Report

of the Study Group on the Conditions of Excellence in American Higher

Education, Involvement in Learning, (1984), is on the undergraduate stu-

dents. They have become excessively vocational; and so has the college

curriculum. All students should have at least two full years of liberal edu-

cation. The best preparation for the future is not narrow training for a

specific job, but rather an education that will enable students to adapt to a

changing world. This requires the abilities:

to think critically;

to synthesize large quantities of new information;

to master the language skills (critical reading, effective com-
position, clear speech, careful listening);

to draw on history and on the experiences of other nations;

to apply the theories and methods of empirical investigation;

to partake of and contribute to the richness of culture and citi-
zenship of the nation;

7
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to pursue knowledge throughout one's life.

The most effective education is one which most fully involves the

student in the learning process and the opportunities for enriching experi-

ences in the college setting. The quality of education can be improved by

three critical conditions: student involvement, high expectations, and

assessment and feedback. Excellence in undergraduate education should

be measured by student outcomesby the knowledge, capacities, skills,

and attitudes of students and by gains in these desired outcomes between

entrance and graduation. This emphasis on the measurement, evaluation,

and assessment of student learning and development is the distinguishing

feature of the report. It does not say what should be taught; but it does

say that all programs should demand college-level learning. It then says

that the responsibility for defining specific standards of content, student

performance and college-level learning falls on all academic institutions

themselves. Each college should daffy its purpose and programs, the

clientele it is prepared to serve, and the achievements it expects of the stu-

dents it admits.

A fourth critique is a book, College, by Ernest Boyer (1987),

president of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.

Each of the other three reports had" a special or major focusthe impor-

tance of the humanities in Bennett's report; the importance of methods of

inquiry and essential types of student experiences in the AAC report; and,

in the NIE report, the importance of student involvement, high expecta-

tions, and feedback as the conditions for effective learning, along with the

importance of measuring the outcomes of undergraduate education.

Boyer's book, in contrast, is a general picture of undergraduate education,

drawing on history as well as current observations, and considering such

aspects as administration, governance, faculty roles, admissions policy,

8
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etc., as well as goals, curriculum, and student learning. The data come

from extended college visitations at 29 institutions, interviews and obser-

vations, questionnaire responses from students, faculty, administrators,

and others. Eight problems are examined:

the transition from school to college;

college goals and the curriculum;

faculty priorities;

the conditions of teaching and learning;

the quality of campus life;

governing the college;

assessing the outcomes of college;

the connection between the campus and the larger world.

With respect to each of these topics or problems there are recom-

mendations for improved practice. Although the sub-title of Boyer's book

is The Undergraduate Experience in America, the information it presents

about undergraduates as obtained from the undergraduates themselves

consists mainly of their attitudes and opinionsabout courses, require-

ments, teaching, advising, etc., about their aspirations, values, and satis-

factions, and about social-political-economic issues of national import.

There are also, of course, questions about the students' status in college

major field, number of courses taken, year in school, campus residence.

But there are only a half-dozen or so questions about students' activities.

The positive aim of these four reports is to encourage changes the

authors believe would improve the quality of undergraduate education, but

the argument that changes are needed emphasizes what is wrong, or inad-

equate, and thus creates a negative impression about the current state of

undergraduate education. The catalogue of what is wrong includes the

curriculum, the courses, exams, requirements, teaching, governance,

9
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administration. Little is said about what's wrong with the students, other

than poor writing and narrow vocational aims. And very little is said

about what may be good in what students do and achieve, mainly because

the authors of the reports didn't ask.

So, despite these and other critiques of higher education that were

published in the decade of the 1980's, there may be a place for one

morea report which focuses almost entirely on what students do and

what they get out of their efforts as seen by them. The base for the pre-

sent report is not the curriculum, or the faculty, or the administration. The

base is the students and their reported experiences and progress at differ-

ent types of colleges and universities. None of the earlier reports have

been explicitly diagnostic or differentiated with respect to institutional dif-

ferences or to individual differences. Where the student reports in the

present study come from and what they consist of are the subject of the

next chapter.

Then, in the subsequent chapters, the characteristics of the college

experience, as revealed by the students themselves, are explored in four

sets of analyses. First, differences in student activities and outcomes re-

lated to the broad institutional setting are identifiedresearch universities,

doctoral universities, comprehensive colleges and universities, general

liberal arts colleges, and selective liberal arts colleges. What difference

does it make in what students do and what they gain depending on the

types of institution they attend? And how big or how small are the differ-

ences between institutional types? Second, differences in experience

within the institution are exploreddifferences in where they live, what

they study, and how long they have been there. To what extent are activi-

ties and outcomes related to campus residence, major field, and year in

school? Third, differences related to characteristics of the students are

10
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indicatedspecifically differences in activities and outcomes between

older and younger students, between men and women, and between stu-

dents who identify themselves as black, white, Hispanic, and Asian. And

fourth, we look at the nature of the students investment in the educational

process. How much time do they spend on academic activities? To what

extent are they really engaged? To what extent is the amount, scope, and

quality of their investment related to what they get out of college and to

their satisfaction with the college experience? At the end of the book we

offer some suggestions to the critics for a more balanced judgment, and to

the colleges for a more effective student experience.

11
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CHAPTER 2

QUESTIONS AND RESPONDENTS

The student reports that are the base for this book come from the

responses to a questionnaire about their activities, impressions, and pro-

gress. Altogether there are 25,427 undergraduates from 74 colleges and

universities whose responses, obtained during the years 1983-1986, arc

analyzed. In most of the 74 institutions, the questionnaire, titled College

Student Experiences Questionnaire (CSEQ), was distributed to a cross-

section of undergraduatesfreshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors.

There were more than 200 colleges that had used the questionnaire from

the time of its initial publication in 1979 to the end of 1986. We limited

our analyses to the users in 1983-86, and to places where the composite

results for each type of institution were fairly stable. Using the

questionnaire was a voluntary act by the institution; responding to it was a

voluntary act by the students who received it. This is not a random sample

of institutions or of the undergraduates enrolled in them. It is a composite

picture of the activities, impressions, and progress of students who volun-

tarily answered the questionnaire, and whose college experiences, collec-

tively, span the decade of the 1980's. Seniors who responded to the

questionnaire in the spring of 1983 would have been freshmen at the be-

ginning of the decade; and freshmen who responded to the questionnaire in

the spring of 1986 will presumably graduate at the end of the decade.
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College Student Experiences Questionnaire (CSEQ)
Sample of Respondents: 1983 to 1986

Number of Number of
Type of Institution institutions students
Research Universities (RU) 12 8370

Doctoral Universities (DU) 13 4934

Comprehensive Colleges & Universities (CCU) 18 6409

General Liberal Arts Colleges (GLA) 22 3410

Selective Liberal Arts Colleges (SLA) 9 2304

74 25,427

Although this is not a random sample of students or of institu-

tions, it is nonetheless, as far as we can tell, a fairly representative collec-

tion. As responses from additional colleges and students have accumu-

lated, the overall results have not changed in any significant way.

The largest part of the College Student Experiences Questionnaire

is a list of activitiesof students' behavior that would contribute to their

learning and development in college. There are 142 of these activities.

With rare exceptiOns, all of the activities are directly observable, and all are

voluntary rather than specifically required. The instructions are as follows:

"In your experience at this college during the current school year,

about how often have you done each of the following?" The student re-

sponds by indicating "never," "occasionally," "often," or "very often."

There are, of course, many college activities that arc requiredat-

tending classes, taking exams, writing reports, reading texts, laboratory

experiments or field work in certain courses, problem solving assignments

in math or engineering, etc. There arc also many college activities that do

not contribute positively to students learning and development cheating

on a test, sleeping in class, drinking beer, smoking marijuana, etc. The



activities in the questionnaire are limited to ones that are viewed as desir-

able, as potentially making positive contributions to students' learning and

development toward the goals of the college, as involving choices and ini-

tiative by the student, and to ones that are openly observable.

Many of the events and experiences in colleges occur in educa-

tional facilities that are fairly commonclassrooms, lipriries, science fa-

cilities, cultural facilities, athletic and recreational facilities, student unions,

residence units. Other events and experiences are not associated with a

particular physical facility but are also of major importance in college life

contacts with faculty members, experiences in writing, involvement in

clubs and organizations, experiences related to self-understanding, ac-

quaintances with other students, topics of conversation among students

and the general level of those conversations. These fourteen topics, or

aspects of college experience, (seven facilities, and seven other opportuni-

ties which the college makes possible) provide the structure for organizing

the 142 activities in the questionnaire. Within each topic the activities re-

flect a range of effort or qualitysome activities require more effort than

others, and have a higher quality (greater potential for influencing learning

or personal growth) than others. For most topics there are ten activities.

Overall, the set of activities provides an inventory of the amount, scope,

and quality of effort students put into using the campus facilities and op-

portunities. This is illustrated more fully by the following descriptions of

the questionnaire content and the underlying "quality" dimensions in each

topic.

15
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COLLEGE ACTIVITIES

Use of College Facilities

Course Learning (Classroom) (10 activities)

From: relatively simple cognitive activities such as taking notes,
underlining, etc.

To: higher level cognitive activities such as efforts to explain
and organize

Library (10 activities)

From: routine, moderately exploratory useusing the card cata-
logue

To: increased amount of independent exploration and focused ac-
tivityas in browsing in the stacks, asked the librarian for
help in finding material on some topic

Activities Related to Scienceffechnoloe (12 activities)

From: memorizing, watching, reading
To: efforts to explain, experiment, and develop skills

Cultural Facilities (Art. Music. Theater) (12 activities)

From: talking about and attending
To: efforts toward greater understanding (seeking the views of

experts and critics) and personal involvement

Student Union (10 activities)

From: casual and informal usehad snacks, met friends, etc.
To: programmatic useattended events, held meetings, etc.

Athletic and Recreation Facilities (10 activities)

From: generally informal use
To: greater efforts toward improvement and skilled performance

Dormitory or Fraternity/Sorority (10 activities)

From: general socializing, informal interpersonal activities
To: more organized activities, planned group activities

16
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experiences with Faculty (10 activities)

From: routine and casual
To: more serious contactssuch as discussing careers, inviting

criticisms, seeking counsel

experiences in Writing (10 activities)

From: general concern about the mechanics of writing
To: greater concern with clarity and style, and the improvement

of writing through revisions and criticisms

Clubs and Organizations (10 activities)

From: awareness of events and organizations
To: participation in organization activities

Personal Experiences (10 activities)

From: general curiosity about understanding oneself and others
To: more focused and expertly informed sources of self-under-

standingas in reading, taking a test, talking with a coun-
selor

Student Acquaintances (10 activities)

From: making friends with different kinds of peoplebreadth
To: serious conversations with people who differ from you

depth

Topics of Conversation (12 activities)

From: personal and interpersonal topics of immediate experience
jobs, movies, parties, boyfriends/girlfriends

To: intellectual and cultural topics concerning values and social
issues

jnformation in Conversations (6 activities)

From: conversations in which information about the topic is rela-
tively casual and infrequently introduced

To: conversations that typically have expertise, knowledge, and
persuasiveness brought to bear on the topic

The activities in each of these fourteen topics or aspects of college

life can be regarded as forming a short test or scale. The responses can be

17



scored, producing a measure that reflects both frequency and quality.

Frequency is indicated by giving four points for the response "very often,"

three points for "often," two for "occasionally," and one for "never." If

there are 10 activities in the scale, the student's score could range from 10

to 40. Quality is inferred from the score because there is an Underlying

quality dimension in each set of activities; a dimension that indicates how

fully one is capitalizing on the potential for learning and development in-

herent in the nature of the facility or category of experience. The activities

that reflect greater effort are ones that are more likely to have a greater in-

fluence on students learning and development.

The complete questionnaire has several other sections. There are

the usual questions about who the students are (age, sex, race, etc.) and

where they are in school (year, major, residence, grades, etc.). There are

a couple of questions about how much required and voluntary reading and

writing they have done; and a couple about how well satisfied they are

with college. Then there is a set of characterizations of the college envi-

ronmentthe emphasis students feel is given to various qualities of stu-

dent development (intellectual, artistic, practical, etc.) and the general sup-

portiveness of interpersonal relations on the campus (among students,

between students and faculty, and with administrative personnel). Finally,

there is a section labeled Estimate of Gains which consists of 21 statements

of deSired outcomes or goals, with students rating how much

progress/gain they feel they have made toward their attainment (very little,

some, quite a bit, very much).

Before presenting the results, some comments about the credibility

of student self-reports need to be made. Whenever one presents the results

of a questionnaire survey, there is always someone who says, "But those

are only opinions." If the results come from a survey of students, the

18
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skeptics say, "But those are only students' opinions," as if, coming from

students, the results are even less believable. In higher education, and in

education generally, questionnaires are quite common. There has also ac-

cumulated over a period of many years, a body or research on the credibil-

ity of student self-reports. All the data about the college experience of stu-

dents presented in this book comes from the students' answers to a ques-

tionnaire. Do we have any assurance that their responses are accurate and

honest? Yes. Here, briefly are five lines of evidence: 1) comparisons of

scores on the activity scales from comparable samples, even though a year

apart, are comparable, revealing no significant differences; 2) students' re-

ports of gains on goals related to a major field or specific subject matter

such as fine arts, literature, writing, science and technology, quantitative

thinking, computersare totally congruent with what we know from

achievement test scores and from the relationship between credit hours or

amount of study and measured achievement; 3) similar but not identical

questions in different parts of the questionnaire produce similar answers;

4) relationships between behavior and progress which should be found are

in fact foundfor example, students who report "very much" progress

toward developing good health habits and physical fitness are also the ones

who most frequently report that they set goals for their performance, fol-

low a regular schedule of exercise, and keep a record of their progress; and

5) many students have said that they fourid the questionnaire content inter-

esting, relevant to their experience, important, that they enjoyed filling it

out, and that the process of recalling and reflecting on their experience was

personally useful to themin other words that their responses were

thoughtful.

In the following chapters we will report what we have learned

from the students' responses to the CSEQ. In doing so, we will note the
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extent to which the college experience differs at the different types of col-

leges and universities. Beyond that we will note the extent to which the

experience may be unique, by reporting results at specific institutions.

There are also, however, as we shall see, some activities and some out-

comes that characterize the experience of nearly all students wherever they

are. As we report these differences and similarities we may find that many

conditions other than the type of institution attendedcampus residence,

the student's major field of studyhave a special influence on student ac-

tivities, impressions, and achievement.
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CHAPTER 3

TYPES OF COLLEGES:

AN OVERVIEW OF SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES

The characteristics of colleges and universities that the Carnegie

Foundation has used to define the five institutional typesresearch uni-

versities, doctoral universities, comprehensive colleges and universities,

general liberal arts colleges, and selective liberal arts collegeshave previ-

ously been described. Given those differences, are there large differences

in the characteristics of students who attend? Are there large differences in

where they live and what they study? Do they characterize the college en-

vironment and their satisfaction with college differently? Do the students

report progress toward similar goals, despite differences in the types of

colleges they attend?

The College Student Experiences Questionnaire provides some

answers to all these questions. Detailed answers will be reported later.

For the present we present an overview in a series of charts.

The first chart shows differences in some of the characteristics of

students. Consider the selective liberal arts colleges (SLA). Nearly all of

their students who filled out the questionnaire are young (95%), single

(99%), have not attended any other college (92%), and most of them come

from families where one or both parents are college graduates (76%) and

are paying more than half of the college costs (64%). One might suppose

that liberal arts colleges would be generally similar to one another, except

for their selectivity; but this is not so. The two types of liberal arts col-

leges are very different. In fact, in the student characteristics shown on the
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chart, it is the big research universities (RU) that are most like the selective

liberal arts colleges. It is also evident from the chart that the doctoral uni-

versities (DU) and the comprehensive colleges and universities (CCU) are

quite similar to each other on most of these student characteristics. Also,

perhaps surprisingly, the general liberal arts colleges (GLA) are more like

these larger places (CCU and DU) in student characteristics than they are

to other liberal arts colleges (SLA).

The second chart shows some information about students after

they get to college. Here again the distinctiveness of the selective liberal

arts colleges is evident. Nearly all of their students live on or near the

campus (93%), and more than four out of five of them are majoring in lib-

eral arts subjects (83%) and expect to continue for more advanced educa-

tion after they graduate (82%). Moreover, they spend more time on their

academic work (54% spend 40 or more hours a week) and less time

working on a job (only 10% spend 20 hours a week or more on a job),

than do the students at any of the other types of institutions. The biggest

contrasts are with the comprehensives and the doctoral universities. Those

places (CCU and DU) have the fewest resident students, the fewest plan-

ning further education, the fewest spending AO or more hours a week on

their academic work, the fewest majoring in liberal arts fields, and the

most who are majoring in vocational subjects and who work on a job 20

hours a week or more. In classifying college majors, we grouped physical

sciences, biological sciences, social sciences, humanities, and arts into the

"liberal arts" category. The vocational majors are business, education,

engineering, and health-related fields. Again, in this chart we see how
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Chart 1
Who Goes? Characteristics and Background of Students

Percent

STUDENTS

AGE SINGLE

10 22 or
younger

SLA 99

SLA 95 RU 96

90
GLA 90
CCU

RU 88 DU 88

80 GLA 80
CCU 77

DU 74

70

60

50

40

ENTERED
HERE

not transfer

CCUDu

FAMILY

EDUCATION
one or both
parents are
college
graduates

MONEY

SLA 76 f?.nnloillai GaAs

half of college
costs

74

SLA 64

RU 60 RU 58

DU 55 CCU 54

CCU 50 GLA 49

GLA 48
DU 45

Difference between highest and lowest type
21 11 18 28 19
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Percent On or near
campus

SLA 93

Chart 2
Students' Status and Position in College

RESIDENCE

20

10

PI AN
Advanced
degree

SLA 82

GLA 72
RU 70

GLA 67
RU 66

DU
CCU

4
62

CCU 55

DU 52

MAJOR FIELD
Liberal Arts
Subjects
S 8

ACADEMI
TIME

Vocational
Subjects

DU 56

JOB TIME

40+ hours

ELrAw A(4

CCU 52

GLA 47
RU 45

RU 43
GLA 41

20+ hours
GLA 38 per week
DU 37

RU 36 DU 35

CCU 32CCU 33
CCU 30

DU 28
GLA 26

RU 20

SLA 10
SLA

Difference between highest and lowest type
41 20 21 55 49
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different the general liberal arts colleges (GLA) are from the selective lib-

eral arts colleges (SLA), especially in the choice of major fields. In that

respect one might describe the GLA's as small sized vocational schools.

Students impressions about the college environment are shown in

the third chart. Do they feel there is a strong emphasis on developing the

Percent

90.

80

70

60

50__;

Chart 43
Student Impressions of the Environment

Emphasis on
Scholarly

Qualities
SLA 85

GLA 74

CCU 68

RU 67

Supportive
Relationships

among Students
with Faculty and

Administration
GLA 78

Emphasis on
Vocational

Competence

GLA 72

DU 64
CCU 63

RU 59

SLA 43

SLA 74

CCU 69

DU 62

RU 58

Satisfaction
with College

SLA 82

GLA 77
RU 76

DU
CCU

73

Difference between highest and lowest type
18 29 20 9
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intellectual, scholarly, analytical qualities of students? What about the

emphasis given to developing vocational competencies among the stu-

dents? In interpersonal relationships among the students, between stu-

dents and faculty, and with the administration do they characterize those

relationships as generally supportive, friendly, helpful, and considerate, or

do they feel a sense of alienation, discouragement, and impersonality?

How well do they like college? If they could start over again, would they

go to the same college? If they say they like it and would probably go to

the same place again, we consider them to be generally satisfied with col-

lege. From the chart it is evident that a very large majority of students

(from about three-fourths to more that four-fifths) are satisfied with col-

lege; and the differences between one type of institution and another are

quite small. With respect to the interpersonal relationships on the campus,

it is in the small colleges that the highest percent of students describe them

as friendly, helpful, and supportive. The scholarly emphasis is clearly

strongest at the selective liberal arts colleges; and the vocational emphasis

is clearly weakest at the selective liberal arts colleges.

The fourth and last chart in this overview shows the percentages

of students who believe they have made substantial progress/gain toward

various goals of college education. What strikes the eye at once is how

small the differences are between the types of schools. Only in the goals

described as general education, literature and arts does any one type of

college stand out from the others; and even here there are almost no differ-

ences between the other four types. The personal/social development cate-

gory of goals is a composite of goals more specifically defined as self-un-

derstanding, understanding others, developing values, ability to function

as a team member, and good health habits. The intellectual skills
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Percent

80

70

60

50

40

Chart 4
Students Reporting Substantial Progress

Toward Types of Goals/Outcomes

Personal/
Social

Development
GLA 67

30

SLA 64
CCU

DU 61

RU 60

Intellectual
Skills

SLA 70

GLA 67
DU

RU 64

CCU 63

General
Education,
Literature

& Arts
SLA 66

GLA
CCU 45
DU 44

RU 43 Science
Goals

RU 36

SLA 34

CCU 30
DU 28

GLA 27

Vocational
Goals

GLA 66

DU 63

CCU 58

RU 54

SLA 52

Difference between highest and lowest type
7 7 23 9 14

category of goals is a composite of analysis and logic, synthesis, quantita-

tive thinking, and independent inquiry. A large majority of students (from

60% to 70%) believe they have gained substantially in these respects. The

students include all undergraduates, freshmen as well as seniors. If only
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seniors were polled, the percentages would be higher, as we will report in

subsequent analyses. Goals that are most closely tied to specific parts of

the college curriculum science and humanitieshave the smallest percent

of students in general reporting substantial progress because progress is

highly related to the courses they take.

In these judgments of progress, as in other personal ratings, we

do not know whether substantial progress at selective liberal arts colleges

means the same level of achievement as it means at other types of institu-

tions. It probably does not mean a comparable level or the same absolute

amount of knowledge, understanding, skill, competence, etc. We know,

for example, that the selective liberal arts colleges, by definition, enrol

high achieving students with high test scores, and that their students live

on or near the campus, take most of their courses in the basic academic

disciplines, spend more time than students at other colleges on their aca-

demic work, and characterize the college environment as having a strong

emphasis on the development of scholarly qualities. Owing to these fac-

tors we know that the absolute level of knowledge and skill is not the same

at all types of colleges even though, relatively, and within their own expe-

rience, about the same percent of students everywhere believe they have

made substantial progress toward the common goals of personal and intel-

lectual development. Perhaps what this means is that all colleges push

students in certain commonly valued directions and are generally success-

ful in promoting student progress in those directions.
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CHAPTER 4

COMMON EXPERIENCES IN A DIVERSITY OF COLLEGES

The 142 specific activities that are grouped under the 14 measures

or scales in the questionnaire can be grouped more broadly into four cate-

gories as follows:

1. Scholarly, Intellectual Activities (40 activities)

Library Experiences
Experiences with Faculty
Course Learning
Experience in Writing

2. Informal, Interpersonal Activities (50 activities)

Art, Music, Theater
Personal Experiences (self-understanding)
Student Acquaintance3 (understand other people)
Topits of Conversation (among students)
Information in Conversations

3. Activities in Group Facilities (40 activities)

Student Union
Athletic and Recreation Facilities
Clubs and Organizations
Dormitory or Fraternity /Sorority

4. Activities Related to Science (12 activities)

Scienceffechnology

Science activities are, of course, also scholarly and intellectual; but

they are treated separately here because they apparently deal more with

things and laboratories than with people and libraries. Overall, the three
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big categories are about equal in the number of activities-40, 50, and 40.

The activities related to Art, Music, Theater could be classified under

group facilities nearly as well as under informal, interpersonal activities for

they involve attending and participating, but they also involve talking about

these topics with other students and discussing the views of critics.

To these 142 activities, the question is "In your experience at this

college during the current school year, about how often have you

done each of the following?" And the answers are "never,"

"occasionally," "often," or "very often." In reporting the answers from

students at each of the five types of institutions, the responses of fresh-

men, sophomores, juniors, and seniors at all of the colleges in each type

are combined to form a single percentage. In subsequent chapters we will

separate the responses into smaller groups; but for the present we offer an

overview of the results.

When students go to college, there are some things they all do re-

gardless of the type of college they attend. Additionally, however, some

activities are common among students at a particular type of college but not

at all the other types. The following lists identify those activities. Our use

of the words "everybody" or "all" is more accurately stated as "nearly ev-

erybody," or "nearly all." We define "all" as 90% or more of the students.

Also, by engagement we mean that students do so at least occasionally

during the school year. In a subsequent list we will identify activities that

a majority of students engage in frequently.

Everybody Does These Things at Least Occasionally
at All Five Types of Institutions

Scholarly. Intellectual Activities
Talked with a faculty member.

Asked your instructor for information related to a course you were taking (grades,
make-up work, assignments, etc.).
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Scholarly. Intellectual Activities (conil
Took detailed notes in class.

Listened attentively in class meetings.

Underlined major points in the readings.

Tried to see how different facts and ideas fit together.

Thought about practical applications of the material.

Summarized major points and information in your readings or notes.

Tried to explain the material to another student or friend.

Used a dictionary or thesaurus to look up the proper meaning of words.

Consciously and systematically thought about grammar, sentence structure,
paragraphs, word choice, and sequence of ideas or points as you were writing.

Wrote a rough draft of a paper or essay and then revised it yourself before hand-
ing it in.

Informal. Interpersonal Activities
Told a friend why you reacted to another person the way you did.

Made friends with students whose academic major field was very different from
yours.

Made friends with students whose interests were very different from yours.

Made friends with students whose family background (economic and social) was
very different from yours.

In conversations with other students, talked about job prospects, money, ca-
reers.

In conversations with other students, talked about movies and popular music.

In conversations with other students, talked about social events, parties.

In conversations with other students, talked about current events in the news.

In conversations with other students, referred to knowledge you had acquired in
your reading.

In conversations with other students, explored different ways of thinking about
the topic.

In conversations with other students, referred to something a professor said about
the topic.
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Activities in Group Facilities

Offered to help another student (with course work, errands, favors, advice, etc.)
who needed some assistance (in the residence unit).

Asked others for assistance in something you were doing (in the residence unit).

There are in the above list 25 activities characteristic of all students

at all five types of institutions. Twelve of these activities are classified as

scholarly, intellectual onesones that reflect efforts to learn and under-

stand what is being taught in classes, and to express ideas in writing with

clarity and accuracy. Eleven of the common activities are described as in-

formal, interpersonal ones, all of them related to interactions with different

kinds of students and to conversations among students about various

topics. The other two activities in this common list are ones occurring in

the residence unit (dormitory or fraternity/sorority) and that reflect a

friendly supportiveness between students.

The next list shows activities that are common at some but not all

types of institutions. These activities are one way of identifying the diver-

sity between institutional types.

Everybody Does These Things at Least Occasionally
at One or More, but Not All Five Types of Institutions

V I RU DU CCU GLA SLA
Used the card catalogue to find what materi-
als there were on some topic. X X

Visited informally and briefly with an in-
structor after class. X X

Made an appointment to meet with a faculty
member in his/her office. X

Discussed ideas for a term paper or other
class project with a faculty member.
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Scholarly. Intellectual Activities (cont.)
Worked on a paper or project where you had
to integrate ideas from various sources.

Spent at least five hours or more writing a
paper (not counting time spent in reading or
at the library).

Asked other people to read something you
wrote to see if it was clear to them.

RU DU CCU GLA

x x x x

x x

x x

Informal. Interpersonal Activities RU DU CCU GLA SLA
Talked about music (classical, popular, mu-
sicians, etc.) with other students at the col-
lege. X

Discussed with other students why some
groups get along smoothly , and other
groups don't. X

Sought out a friend to help you with a per-
sonal problem. X

Identified with a character in a book or
movie and wondered what you might have
done under similar circumstances.

Made friends with students whose age was
very different from yours.

Made friends with students whose race was
different from yours.

Made friends with students from another
country.

In conversations with other students, talked
about boyfriends, girlfriends.

In conversations with other students, talked
about major social problems such as peace,
human rights, equality, justice.

In conversations with other students, talked
about different life styles and customs.

In conversations with other students, talked
about social and ethical issues related to
science and technology such as energy, pol-
lution, chemicals, genetics, military use.
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Informal. Interpersonal Activities (cont.) RU DU CCU GLA SLA
In conversations with other students,
changed your opinion as a result of the
knowledge or arguments presented by
others. X X X X

In conversations with other students, per-
suaded others to change their minds as a re-
sult of the knowledge or arguments you
cited. X X X X

Activities in Group Facilities RU DU CCU GLA SLA
Had meals, snacks, etc. at the student union
or student center. X

Looked at the bulletin board for notices
about campus events. X X X

Met friends at the student union or student
center. X

Sat around in the union or center talking
with other students about your classes and
other college activities. X

Looked in the student newspaper for notices
about campus events and student organiza-
tions. X

Attended a social event in the student union
or center. X

Read or asked about a club, organization, or
student government group. X

Had lively conversations about various
topics during dinner in the dining room or
cafeteria. X X X

Gone out with other students for late night
snacks. X X X

Participated in bull sessions that lasted late
into the night. X

Borrowed things (clothes, records, posters,
books, etc.) from others in the residence
unit. X

Attended social events put on by the resi-
dence unit. X
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Activities Related to Science
Memorized formulas, definitions, technical
terms.

RU DU CCU GLA SLA

X -

In most cases, these additional common activities are ones involv-

ing informal, interpersonal associationsstudent acquaintances and con-

versation topics. At the selective liberal arts colleges there are a dozen

additional activities involving the use of group facilitiesthe student union

and the residence unit. The number of these additional common activities

is greatest in the selective liberal arts colleges where there are 30 of them.

This contrasts with the much lower number of common activities at doc-

toral universities (4), research universities (7), comprehensive colleges and

universities (7), and general liberal arts colleges (13).

If we now add up all the common activities at each of the five insti-

tutional typesones in which 90% or more of the students engage in at

least occasionally during the school yearand classify their content we get

the following results:

At the research universities there are 12 scholarly, intellectual activ-

ities, 15 informal, interpersonal activities, 4 activities related to the use of

group facilities, and one activity related to science, for a total of 32.

At the doctoral universities there are 13 scholarly, intellectual activ-

ities, 14 informal, interpersonal activities, and 2 related tr the use of group

facilities, for a total of 29.

At the comprehensive colleges and universities there are 14 schol-

arly, intellectual activities, 15 informal, interpersonal activities, and 3 re-

lated to the use of group facilities, for a total of 32.

At the general liberal arts colleges there are 17 scholarly, intellectual

activities, 16 informal, interpersonal activities, and 5 related to group facil-

ities, for a total of 38.
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At the selective liberal arts colleges there are 18 scholarly, intellec-

tual activities, 23 informal, interpersonal activities, and 14 activities in the

use of group facilities, for a total of 55.

Clearly from those numbers, the selective liberal arts colleges

emerge as places where many students do many things in common. They

are, in this sense, the most homogeneous student environments. Almost

40% of all the activities in the questionnaire are ones that almost all (90%

or more) of their students engage in at least occasionally during the school

year. In this sense, too, the selective liberal arts colleges emerge as the

most distinctive institutions.

For another view of student activities we look at ones that a major-

ity of students engage in frequently. For convenience, we use the word

frequently to mean activities engaged in "often" or "very often." Most of

these activities checked by a majority of students (50% or more) at each of

the five types of institutions also appeared in the previous list of things

done at least occasionally by nearly everybody (90% or more at the five

types of institutions). This new list, however, identifies behavior that is

more likely to be evident to an observer (because more students are doing

it frequently).

A Majority of the Students (50% or More)
Engage Frequently in these Activities

at Each of the Five Types of Institutions

Scholarly. Intellectual Activities % Frequently
RU DU CCU GLA

Talked with a faculty member. 50 55 65 73
_alAN

77

Took detailed notes in class. 94 93 93 90 92

Listened attentively in class meetings. 96 96 94 89 97

Underlined major points in the readings. 74 78 79 82 77

Tried to see how different facts and ideas fit
together. 82 82 76 80 89
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Scholarly. Intellectual Activities (cont.) 9'o Frequently
EN DU CCU GLA SLA

Thought about practical applications of the
material.

Worked on a paper or project where you had
to integrate ideas from various sources.

Summarized major points and information in
your readings or notes.

Tried to explain the material to another stu-
dent or friend.

Used a dictionary or thesaurus to look up the
proper meaning of words.

Consciously and systematically thought
about grammar, sentence structure, para-
graphs, word choice, and sequence of ideas or
points as you were writing.

Wrote a rough draft of a paper or essay and
then revised it yourself before handing it in.

Spent at least five hours or more writing a
paper (not counting time spent in reading or
at the library).

Asked other people to read something you
wrote to see if it was clear to them.

informal. Interpersonal Activities

Told a friend why you reacted to another per-
son the way you did.

Sought out a friend to help you with a per-
sonal problem.

Made friends with students whose academic
major field was very different from yours.

Made friends with students whose interests
were very different from yours.

Made friends with students whose family
background (economic and social) was very
different from yours.
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74 78 69 77 78

53 57 62 69 75

61 61 67 66 62

62 62 64 68 66

76 73 77 74 89

81 80 80 78 85

80 81 83 82 85

65 65 64 69 81

54 54 60 62 50

% Frequently
RU DU CCU GLA SLA

66 62 65 69 74

54 50 53 60 61

56 51 59 64 68

56 51 59 64 68

62 57 62 70 76



Informal. Interpersonal Activities % Frequently

Talked with other students about job
prospects, money, careers.

Talked with other students about movies,
and popular music.

Talked with other students about social
events, parties.

Talked with other students about boyfriends,
girlfriends.

In conversations with other students, referred
to knowledge you had acquired in your read-
ing.

v

Had lively conversations about various
topics during dinner in the dining room or
cafeteria

Gone out with other students for late night
snacks.

Offered to help another student (with course
work, errands, favors, advice, etc.) who
needed some assistance.

Participated in bull sessions that lasted late
into the night.

Activities Related to Science

Memorized formulas, definitions, technical
terms.

RU DU CCU GLA SLA

78 78 76 75 72

73 67 76 75 72

64 61 65 64 64

67 62 66 68 66

61 58 56 57 70

% Frequently
RU DU CCU GLA SLA

77 73 71 82 87

62 60 62 66 63

71 69 68 74 70

60 62 59 65 60

% Frequently
RU DU CCU GLA SLA

70 61 63 56 54

The next list, showing additional frequent activities at each of the

institutional types, suggests elements of distinctivenessthings seen at

one type of place but not at others.
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A Majority of the Students (50% or More)
Engage Frequently in these Activities

at One or More but Not All Five Types of Institutions

Scholarly. Intellectual Activities

Asked your instructor for information related
to a course you were taking (grades, make-up
work, assignments, etc.).

Referred to a book or manual about style of
writing, grammar, etc.

Informal. Interpersonal Activities

Talked about music (classical, popular, mu-
sicians, etc.) with other students at the col-
lege.

Discussed with other students why some
groups get along smoothly, and other
groups don't.

Identified with a character in a book or
movie and wondered what you might have
done under similar circumstances.

Made friends with students whose age was
very different from yours.

Made friends with students whose race was
different from yours.

Had serious discussions with students whose
philosophy of life or personal values were
very different from yours.

Had serious discussions with students whose
religious beliefs were very different from
yours.

Had serious discussions with students whose
political opinions were very different from
yours.

In conversations with other students, talked
about current events in the news.

In conversations with other students, talked
about major social problems such as peace,
human rights, equality, justice.
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% Frequently
RU DU CCU GLA SLA

(42)

(39)

(45) 54 58

(38) 50 (48)

% Frequently

58

(31)

RU DU CCU GLA SLA

50 (39) (41) (47) 59

(47) (42) (46) 52 57

(47) (43) (45) (49) 55

51 51 61 61 (49)

(49) (36) 51 (49) 54

(42) (36) (42) (46) 58

(38) (30) (36) (36) 52

(33) (30) (32) (30) 51

58 51 50 (48) 58

(36) (30) (35) (36) 51
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Informal. Interpersonal Activities (cont.)

In conversations with other students, ex-
plored different ways of thinking about the
topic.

In conversations with other students, referred
to something a professor said about the
topic.

Activities in Group Facilities

Had meals snacks, etc., at the students union
or student center.

Looked at the bulletin board for notices
about campus events.

Met your friends at the student union or stu-
dent center.

Looked in the student newspaper for notices
about campus events and student organiza-
tions.

Attended a program or event put on by a stu-
dent group.

Voted in a student election.

Asked others (in dormitory or frater-
nity/sorority) for assistance in something
you were doing.

Attended social events put on by the resi-
dence unit.

Studied with other students in the residence
unit.

Activities Related to Science

Tried to express a set of relationship in
mathematical terms.

% Frequently
RU DU CCU GLA SLA

(45) (43) (44) (46) 5 8

(47) 51 51 56 55

% Frequently
RU DU CCU GLA SLA

(45) (43) (42) 51 5 6

(40) (42) 5 2 6 6 6 9

(38) (40) (44) 51 6 4

57 52 51 (49) 69

(29) (28) (33) (40) 5 5

(26) (29) (28) S 0 (48)

54 52 53 56 (47)

(44) (44) (37) (48) 5 0

(48) (45) (44) 51 (37)

% Frequently
1W DU CCU GLA SLA

5 2 (42) (42) (35) (43)

Most of the activities that a majority of students at all five types of

institutions engage in frequently arc scholarly, intellectual activities related
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to learning in their courses and to the clarity of their writing. There are 14

of these scholarly intellectual activities. The informal interpersonal activi-

ties, 10 of them, have to do with understanding other people, and with

common topics of conversation. The four activities related to the use of

group facilities are ones in the living centers (dormitory or frater-

nity/sorority). One activity was related to course work in science. Many

of these majority/frequent activities (18 of the 29) were also among the

previous list of activities described as done at least occasionally. This

helps to define more clearly what might be called the common core of stu-

dent experiences.

Beyond this common core of frequent activities among a majority

of students at all five institutional types, there are other frequent activities

at one or more but not all five types. This extension further defines the

ways student experiences may differ depending on the type of college at-

tended. Again, we see that the additional activities come most often from

the informal, interpersonal category. In the liberal arts colleges, selective

and general, other activities are centered in the student union and in the

residence units.

Adding all the frequent activities for each type of college, the fol-

lowing pattern emerges:

At research universities there are 14 s:holarl; , intellectual activities,

13 informal, interpersonal activities, 6 activities related to the use of group

facilities, and 2 science activities, for a total of 35.

At the doctoral universities there are 14 scholarly, intellectual activ-

ities, 13 informal, interpersonal activities, and 6 in the use of group facili-

ties, and one in science, for a total of 34.
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At the comprehensive colleges and universities there are 16 schol-

arly, intellectual activities, 14 informal, interpersonal activities, 7 activities

in the use of group facilities, and one in science, for a total of 38.

At the general liberal arts colleges, 15 activities are in the scholarly,

intellectual category, 13 are informal, interpersonal, 10 involve the use of

group facilities, and one is in science, for a total of 39.

At the selective liberal arts colleges, 15 of the frequent activities are

scholarly, intellectual ones, 21 am informal, interpersonal activities, 10 in-

volve the use of group facilities, and one is in science, for a total of 47.

The fact that nearly all of the frequent activities beyond the ones

common to all five types of institutions are of the informal, interpersonal

sort and ones that involve the use of group faciiities suggests that the dis-

tinctiveness of colleges is seen more clearly in "campus life" than in the

classroom.
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CHAPTER 5

DIFFERENT EXPERIENCES AT DIFFERENT COLLEGES

In the previous chapter, when we examined the common experi-

encesactivities everybody does at least occasionally and activities a ma-

jority of students do frequentlywe found that there were 25 in the occa-

sional list and 29 in the frequent list at all five types of colleges. Beyond

that, when we noted the additional activities (occasional and frequent) at

each type of institution separately we found that the occasional list was ex-

panded by 7 more at the research universities, by 4 more at the doctoral

universities, 7 at the comprehensive colleges and universities, 13 more at

the general liberal arts colleges, and 30 more at the selective liberal arts

colleges; and that the list of frequent activities was expanded by 6 more at

the RU's, by 5 at the DU's, 9 at the CCU's, 10 at the GLA's and 18 at the

SLA's. These are the activities one is most likely to see.

In the present chapter we examine what is different rather than

what is common in the frequency of student activities in the different types

of colleges. We will note in each of the five types of colleges, the percent-

age of students who engage "frequently" in an activity and then note

whether the percentage at any one type of college is noticeably different

from the percentage at some other type of college. Because the percent-

ages are based on a large number of student respondentsmore than 2000

at the selective liberal arts colleges and more than 8000 at the research uni-

versities, for examplevery small differences between two percentages

would be "statistically" significant. In fact, any difference of 3 points or

greater would be a statistically significant difference. Such a small differ-
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ence, however, is quite insignificant from a broader perspective because

the behavior it stands for could probably not be seen or sensed. If one

visited a campus where 31 percent of the students said they frequently

made an appointment to talk with a faculty member in his/her office, and

another campus where the frequency was 34 percent, would one really be

aware of the difference? Probably not. If the behavior was frequent

among a third of the students at one college, and was frequent among half

of the students at another college, would an observer notice the difference?

Probably yes. So, in presenting this part of the results I have chosen to

use a concept I call a "noticeable difference." There is no mathematical or

statistical definition of a noticeable difference because the phenomenon is a

matter of perception. It is a psychological phenomenon not a statistical

one. Arbitrarily then, I have taken a difference of 15 percentage points as

being big enough to be noticeable. One could probably sense a difference

if an activity was frequent among one out of ten students at one place and

frequent among one out of four at another place, or, for example, a differ-

ence between half and two thirds, or between three-fourths and nine-

tenths. My guess is that a difference of this sort or greater would be no-

ticeable.

In the following list of activities, all differences of 15 percentage

points or greater between any two types of colleges are identified, together

with the percent of students who engaged in the activity frequently at the

highest and the lowest types of college.
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Major Differences in Frequent Student Activities
Between the Five Types of Institutions

scholarly. Intellectual Activities

Used the card catalogue to find what ma-
terials there were on some topic.

Read something in the reserve book
room or reference section.

Used indexes (such as the Reader's Guide
to Periodical Literature) to journal atti-
cies.

Developed a bibliography or set of refer-
ences for use in a term paper or other
report.

Talked with a faculty member.

Made an appointment to meet with a
faculty member in his/her office.

Discussed ideas for a term paper or other
class project with a faculty member.

Asked your instructor for information
related to a course you were taking
(grades, make-up work, assignments,
etc.).

Visited informally and briefly with an
instructor after class.

Asked your instructor for comments and
criticisms about your work.

Worked on a paper or project where you
had to integrate ideas from various
sources.

Used a dictionary or thesaurus to look
up the proper meaning of words.

Spent at least five hours or more writ-
ing a paper (not counting time spent in
reading or at the library.)
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Percentage
points

difference
between types

Percent frequent
activity at the:

Highest Lowest
type type

20 43 GLA 23 RU

22 42 SLA 20 RU, DU

20 38 GLA 18 RU

21 44 GLA 23 RU

27 77 SLA 50 RU

21 43 SLA 22 RU

20 41 SLA 21 RU

16 58 SLA/GLA42 RU

19 46 SLA 27 RU

16 30 GLA 14 RU

22 75 SLA 53 RU

16 89 SLA 73 DU
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Scholarly. Intellectual Activities (cont.)

Referred to a book or manual about
style of writing, grammar, etc.

Informal. Interpersonal Activities

Talked about music (classical, popular,
musicians, etc.) with other students at
the college.

Attended a concert or other music event
at the college.

Participated in some music activity
(orchestra, chorus, etc.).

Talked about art (painting, sculpture, ar-
chitecture, artists, etc.) with other stu-
dents at the college.

Gone to an art gallery or art exhibit on
the campus.

Talked about the theater (plays, musi-
cals, dance, etc.) with other students at
the college.

Seen a play, ballet, or other theater per-
formance at the college.

Discussed with other students why some
groups get along smoothly, and other
groups don't.

Made friends with students whose aca-
demic major field was very different
from yours.

Made friends with students whose inter-
ests were very different from yours.

Made friends with students whose fam-
ily background (economic and social)
was very different from yours.

Made friends with students whose race
was different from yours.
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Percentage
points

difference
between types

Percent frequent
activity at the:

Highest Lowest

--LY4C-- type

19 50 CCU 31 SLA

20 59 SLA 39 DU

25 45 SLA 20 DU

15 23 SLA 8 RU, DU

15 30 SLA 15 DU

16 25 SLA 9 DU

/
15 30 SLA 15 DU

22 34 SLA 12 RU, DU

15 57 SLA 42 DU

22 86 SLA 64 DU

17 68 SLA 51 DU

19 76 SLA 57 DU

18 54 SLA 36 DU



Informal. Interpersonal Activities (cont.1

Made friends with students from another
country.

Had serious discussions with students
from a country different from yours.

Had serious discussions with students
whose philosophy of life or personal
values were very different from yours.

Had serious discussions with students
whose religious beliefs were very differ-
ent from yours.

Had serious discussions with students
whose political opinions were very dif-
ferent from yours.

In conversations with other students,
talked about major social problems such
as peace, human rights, equality, jus-
tice.

In conversations with other students,
talked about the ideas and views of other
people such as writers, philosophers,
historians.

In conversations with other students,
talked about different life styles and cus-
toms.

In conversations with other stu-
dents,talked about social and ethical is-
sues related to science and technology
such as energy, pollution, chemicals,
genetics, military use.

Activities in tile Use of Group Facilities

Looked at the bulletin board for notices
about campus events.

Met your friends at the student union or
student center.
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Percentage
points

difference
between types

Percent frequent
activity at the:

Highest Lowest
typetype

16 44 SLA 28 DU

15 35 SLA 20 RU

22 58 SLA 36 DU

22 52 SLA 30 DU

21 51 SLA 30 DU

21 51 SLA 30 DU

20 37 SLA 17 DU

16 49 SLA 33 DU

19 44 SLA 25 CCU

29 69 SLA 40 RU

26 64 SLA 38 RU



Activities in the Use of Group Facilities
(cont.)
Sat around in the union or center talking
with other students about your classes
and other college activities.

Seen a film or other event at the student
union or center.

Attended a social event in the student
union or center.

Heard a speaker at the student union or
center.

Followed a regular schedule of exercise,
or practice in some sport, on campus.

Used facilities in the gym for individual
activities (exercise, swimming, etc.)

Played in any varsity sport or athletic
event.

Looked in the student newspaper for no-
tices about campus events and student
organizations.

Read or asked about a club, organiza-
tion, or student government group.

Attended a program or event put on by a
student group.

Voted in a student election.

Discussed policies and issues related to
campus activities and student govern-
ment.

Had lively conversations about various
topics during dinner in the dining room
or cafeteria.
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Percentage Percent frequent
points activity at the:

difference Highest Lowest
between types type type

27 56 SLA 29 RU

27 43 SLA 16 DU

33 44 SLA 11 RU

15 22 SLA 7 RU

17 50 SLA 33 RU

16 44 SLA 28 RU

18 24 SLA 6 RU

18 69 SLA 51 CCU

16 43 SLA 27 RU, DU

27 55 SLA 28 DU

24 50 SLA 26 RU

23 44 SLA 21 RU, CCU

16 87 SLA 71 CCU



Activities Related to Science

Worked on a paper or project where you
used a computer.

Percentage
points

difference
between types

Percent frequent
activity at the:

Highest Lowest
type

15 42 SLA 27 DU

Altogether, in the above list, there are 51 activities where there is a

noticeable difference between institutions. This is 36% of all the activities

in the questionnaire. Put another way, one can say that on nearly two-

thirds of all the activities in the questionnaire, there are no noticeable dif-

ferences in the frequency of student activity between one type of college

and another. The location of the noticeable differences can be summarized

as follows: 14 of the 40 scholarly, intellectual activities in the question-

naire; 21 of the 50 informal, interpersonal activities; 15 of the 40 activities

in the use of group facilities; and one of the 12 science activities.

The most striking aspect of the list of noticeably different activities

is the fact that in nearly all cases (90%) it is the selective liberal arts col-

leges with the highest percent of frequent participants; and it is the research

and doctoral universities with the lowest percent of frequent participants.

In one respect this may reflect a difference between big school--small

school, liberal arts colleges versus research and doctoral universities at

each end, with the comprehensive colleges and universities in the middle.

There is a greater heterogeneity of students, courses, curricula, purposes,

and programs at the large universities than at the small selective liberal arts

colleges; and this internal diversity at the large institutions apparently

makes it unlikely to find many things that everyone does. In any case the

research and doctoral universities are consistently the lowest types in the

percent of their students who are frequent participants.

Nationally, the selective liberal arts colleges enroll the smallest

number of studentsroughly 3% of all undergraduates. So, even though
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they are clearly different from other types of colleges and universities, as

judged by the activities of their students, their distinctiveness is but a small

part of the nationwide undergraduate experience. Most students are in the

big universities and in the comprehensive colleges and universities. Are

there any noticeable differences in student activity in these larger segments

of higher education?

Between research universities and doctoral universities there are

no noticeable differences on any of the activities in the questionnaire.

Between doctoral universities and the comprehensive colleges and univer-

sities, there is only one activity in which there is a difference as large at 15

percentage points. Between the comprehensives and the general liberal
4

arts colleges there are no noticeable differences in the percentages of stu-

dents engaging frequently in any of the activities.

Despite the absence of noticeable differences. on specific items,

there may be some smaller differences which cumulatively might be

important. For example, on the ten items comprising the Experiences with

Faculty scale, the percentages at the GLA's are always higher than the per-

centages at the CCU's.

Here are some other examples of small differences that may be

important because they are consistently in the same direction. On the 40

activities classified as scholarly, intellectual, the comprehensives are higher

than the doctoral universities in 32 instances. On the 50 activities classi-

fied as informal, interpersonal, the research universities are higher than the

doctoral universities in 41 instances. On the 40 activities related to the use

of group facilities, the general liberal arts colleges are higher than the com-

prehensives in 38 instances. And, on the 8 activities related to science, the

research universities are always higher than the doctoral universities, and

the doctoral universities are always higher than the comprehensives.
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These and other differences are reflected in the average scores on the vari-

ous scales or topics. The score is a cumulative ine.cator based on how

often a student engages in all of the activities that comprise the scale. The

average score will indicate whether such differences are significant statisti-

cally and one can judge whether they may also be significant educationally.

These average scores are shown in the following table.

Average Scores on the Activity Scales
at Each of the Five Types of Institutions

Scholarly Intellectual Activities RU DU CCU GLA SIA
Maximum
Difference

Library 19 19 20 21 21 2

Faculty 19 19 20 22 22 3

Course 29 29 29 30 30 1

Writing 25 25 26 26 26 1

Informal. Interpersonal Activities
Arts 19 19 19 21 23 4

Personal Experiences 22 21 22 24 23. 3

Student Acquaintances 25 24 25 26 28 4

Conversation Topics 29 29 29 29 31 2

Information in Conversations 14 14 15 15 15 1

Use of Group Facilities
Union 19 20 20 23 24 5

Athletic and Recreation 18 18 18 19 21 3

Clubs and Organizations 19 19 19 22 23 4

Dormitory or Fraternity/Sorority 26 25 25 27 24 2

Science Activities
15 16 15 15 1Science. 17

Even a brief look at these average scores clearly shows that the

highest scores are usually found at the selective liberal arts colleges.

Because the samples of students are so large, even a very small difference
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between two averages is statistically significant. But how big a difference

might be a noticeable difference? Roughly comparable to the previous use

of 15 percentage points, we estimate that a difference in average scores of

3.0 or more can be regarded as a noticeable difference on most of the

topics. On the topics of Library, Course Learning, and Writing, there are

no noticeable differences between the institutional types. On the Faculty

scale, the SLA's and GLA's are both higher than the RU's, and DU's. In

the category described as informal, interpersonal experiences, there are no

differences in the average scores between types on the scales titled

Conversation Topics and Information in Conversations. With respect to

Student Acquaintances, the selective liberal arts colleges are noticeable

higher than the doctoral universities, research universities, and compre-

hensives; and with respect to Art, Music, Theater, the SLA's are also no-

ticeably higher than the RU's, DU's, and CCU's. With respect to the

Personal Experiences scale, the GLA's are noticeably higher than the

DU's. In the use of group facilities there are three noticeable differences.

On the Student Union scale, the selective liberal arts colleges and the gen-

eral liberal arts colleges both have noticeably higher average scores than

research universities, doctoral universities, and comprehensives. Also on

the topic of Clubs and Organizations, the selective liberal arts colleges and

the general liberal arts colleges are noticeably higher than the research uni-

versities, the doctoral universities, and the comprehensives. With respect

to the use of Athletic and Recreational Facilities, the SLA's are noticeably

higher than the RU's, DU's, and CCU's.

Reflecting on the comparisons presented in this chapter, one might

consider several interpretations. When one sets aside the selective liberal

arts colleges, because their student activities are frequently and noticeably

different from the student activities at other places, one is left with the
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thought that the rest of higher education is pretty much alike in student ex-

periences. If one looks only at the types where most students are en-

rolledthe RU's, DU's and CCU'sthere are no noticeable differences

in their average scores on any of the 14 topics. What case is there for the

claim that diversity is one of the main features of American higher educa-

tion? If diversity is not obvious in student activities, perhaps it is found in

student attainments. In the next chapter we shall see what diversity there is

in student outcomes.
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CHAPTER 6

FROM PROCESS TO PROGRESS

One would suppose that what students gain from their college ex-

perience would reflect the activities they put into it. .In this chapter we

shall see that this is true. Just as we previously found that there were

some activities that nearly all students engaged in at least occasionally, and

at all types of institutions, so we shall now see that there are some out-

comes or goals toward which nearly all students believe they have made at

least some progress, and at all types of institutions. Just as we previously

found that there were certain activities a majority or more of the students

engaged in frequently, and at all types of institutions, so we shall now see

that there are some goals toward which a majority of students report sub-

stantial progress, and at all types of institutions. And, just as we previ-

ously found that the scope and quality of student activities was highest at

the selective liberal arts colleges, so we shall now see that it is at the selec-

tive liberal arts colleges where the most students report the most progress

toward most of the goals listed in the questionnaire.

There are twenty one statements of goals or outcomes listed in the

questionnaire. They include many of the most commonly stated objectives

of undergraduate education knowledge and understanding in science,

literature, and arts, effective writing, intellectual skills such as logic and

critical thinking, awareness of different philosophies and cultures, self-un-

derstanding, etc. Students are asked to indicate the extent to which they

feel they have gained or made progress toward each of the goals, with

progress characterized as "very little," "some," "quite a bit," or "very
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much." Reading what some critics of higher education have said, one

would suppose that most students today make very little progress toward

these important goals. However the truth is exactly the opposite. At each

of the five types of colleges, and towards each of the twenty one goals, a

majority of students believe they have made at least "some" (more than

"very little") progress. This result includes students at the end of their

freshman year as well as end-of-year sophomores, juniors, and.seniors.

Toward some of the goals, nearly all students (90% or more) re-

port at least some progress. This information is shown in the following

list:

Everybody (90%+)
Reports at Least "Some" Progress Towards These Goals

at Each of the Five Types of Institutions

Intellectual Skills
Ability to think analytically and logically.

Ability to put ideas together, to see relationships, similarities, and dif-
ferences between ideas.

Ability to learn on your own, pursue ideas, and find information you
need,

General Education. Literaturc, and Arts
Gaining a broad general education about different fields of knowledge.

Personal/Social Development
Developing your own values and ethical standards.

Understanding yourself your abilities, interests, and personality.

Understanding other people and the ability to get along with different
kinds of people.

Vocational Preparation
Acquiring background and specialization for further education in some
professional scientific, or scholarly field.

Gaining a range of information that may be relevant to a ;:areer
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Everybody (90%+)
Reports at Least "Some" Progress Towards These Goals

at One or More but Not All Five Types of Institutions

General Education. Literature. and Arts

% Reporting "Some" Progress
RU DU CCU GLA SLA

Writing clearly and effectively. (88) 9 0 9 3 9 3 9 5

Becoming aware of different philoso-
phies, cultures, and ways of life. (87) (86) (86) 9 0 9 7

Personal/Social Development
Ability to function as a team member. (87) (88) 9 0 9 3 (88)

Vocational Preparation
Vocational trainingacquiring know-
ledge and skills applicable to a specific
job or type of work. (81) (88) (86) 9 2 (69)

With a few exceptions, exactly the same goals appear in the next

list where a majority of students (50%+) report substantial progress (quite

a bit or very much). Clearly from this list, as well as from the previous

one, progress toward basic intellectual skills is evident, and progress to-

ward important aspects of personal/social development such as values,

self-understanding and understanding others. Beyond these two cate-

gories, breadth of knowledge, and knowledge relevant to a vocation are

also indicated as common and substantial outcomes of the undergraduate

experience. Throughout the history of higher education in the U.S. one

finds an acknowledgement of these three types of concerns with intel-

lect, with character, and with occupation. Among todays students it is to-

ward these same three types of outcomes that progress or gains are ac-

knowledged by all students to some extent and by a majority of students to

a substantial extent.
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A Majority of Students (50%+)
Report "Substantial Progress" Toward These Goals

at Each of the Five Types of Institutions

Intellectual Skills

% Reporting "Substantial" Progress
RU DU CCU GLA SLR

Ability to think analytically and logi-
cally. 64 63 59 62 72

Ability to put ideas together, to see rela-
tionships, similarities, and differences
between ideas. 68 70 68 71 80

Ability to learn on your own, pursue
ideas, and find information you need, 77 78 79 81 83

General Education. Literature. and Arts

Gaining a broad general education about
different fields of knowledge. 63 66 66 68 86

Writing clearly and effectively. 51 55 56 67 70

Personal/Social Development

De-'eloping your own values and ethical
standards. 62 63 62 69 74

Understanding yourselfyour abilities,
interests, and personality. 75 75 75 78 81

Understanding other people and the abil-
ity to get along with different
kinds of people. 75 74 77 81 81

Vocational Preparation

Acquiring background and specialization
for further education in professional sci-
entific, or scholarly field. 58 63 57 62 70

Gaining a range of information that may
be relevant to a career. 64 72 69 75 63
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A Majority of Students (50%+)
Report "Substantial Progress" Toward These Goals

at One or More but Not All Five Types of Institutions

ALRoportnglbiubstantial" Progress

General Education. Literature. and Arts
Broadening your acquaintance and en-

DU CCU GLA sLA,RU

joyment of literature. (26) (29) (32) (34) 5 5

Becoming aware of different philoso-
phies, cultures, and ways of life. (49) (46) (44) 5 4 7

Personal/Social Development
Ability to function as a team member. 5 2 5 6 6 0 6 3 (48)

Vocational Preparation
Vocational trainingacquiring know-
ledge and skills applicable to a specific
job or type of work. (42) 5 4 (48) 6 0 (24)

We next examine differences in gains across the five types of

institutions. To what extent are there gains cited by more students at one

type of school than at another? When we reported differences in activities

we introduced the criterion of a "noticeable difference" as more appropriate

than the criterion of a "statistically significant" difference because the very

small differences that would be statistically significant would not be readily

observable in the campus behavior of students. Arbitrarily we set a differ-

ence of 15 percentage points or more as indicative of a noticeable differ-

ence in behavior. At this point, however, we are not dealing with activities

or observable behavior, we are dealing with feelings and interpretations.

These are subjective phenomena whose exact meaning is known only by

the individual. The student is asked, "To what extent do you feel you have

gained or made progress . .?" And the student answers by indicating

"very little," "some," "quite a bit," or "very much." The judgment re-

ported by the student cannot be translated into directly observable behav-

ior. Our focus in this report is on large groups of students, not on an in-
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dividual student or even on a single college; and our purpose is to see how

much diversity in outcomes there is between the five major types of col-

leges and universities. How big a difference is a major difference or an

educationally important difference or one that might justify the conclusion,

for example, that progress toward "gaining a broad general education" is

really more frequent at the selective liberal arts colleges than at other types

of places? Arbitrarily we have used a difference of 12 percentage points or

greater to define a major difference, or one that would be educationally

significant.

Using this criterion of a major difference, the following results

were obtained:

Major Differences (12 Percentage Points or More)
in Substantial Student Progress

Between the Five Types of Institutions

intellectual Skills

Percentage
points

difference
between types

Percent substantial
progress§ at the:

Highest
type

Lowest

type
Ability to think analytically and logi-
cally. 13 59 CCU72 SLA

Ability to put ideas together, to see rela-
tionships, similarities, and differences
between ideas. 12 80 SLA 68 RU, CCU

General Education. Literature. and Arts
Gaining a broad general education about
different fields of knowledge. 23 86 SLA 63 RU

Developing an understanding and en-
joyment of art, music, and drama. 21 45 SLA 24 RU

Broadening your acquaintance and en-
joyment of literature. 29 55 SLA 26 RU

Writing clearly and effectively. 19 70 SLA 51 RU
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General Educationj,iterature. and Arts
Becoming aware of different philoso-
phies, cultures, and ways of life.

Science
Understanding the nature of science and
experimentation.

Development
Developing your own values and ethical
standards.

Ability to function as a team member.

Vocational Preparation
Vocational trainingacquiring know-
ledge and skills applicable to a specific
job or type of work.

Acquiring background and specialization
for further education in some profes-
sional, scientific, or scholarly field.

Gaining a range of information that may
be relevant to a career.

Percentage
points

difference
between types

Percent substantial
progress at the:

Highest Lowest
type type

28 72 SLA 44 CCU

12 40 RU 28 GLA

12 74 SLA 62 RU, CCU

15 63 GLA 48 SLA

36 60 GLA 24 SLA

13 70 SLA 57 CCU

12 75 GLA 63 SLA

Several conclusions and interpretations seem fairly obvious.

First, in most of the comparisons it is the selective liberal arts colleges that

have the best results. This is most evident with respect to the goals classi-

fied under the heading of general education, literature, and arts. In an ear-

lier chapter we reported that the proportion of students majoring in human-

ities, arts, and social sciences at the selective liberal arts colleges was two

to three times greater than at any of the other types of colleges and univer-

sities. It is not surprising to find that students who have studied the most

in these areas have also gained the most. Students at the selective liberal

arts colleges are also best with respect to the intellectual skills outcomes of

analysis and synthesis. Again this should not be surprising since those

colleges have on the average the best students to begin with in abstract in-
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tellectual skills. Second, it is at the research universities where one finds

the highest percent of students reporting substantial progress toward the

goal of understanding the nature of science and experimentation, and at the

general liberal arts colleges where the percent is lowest. This corresponds

to the fact that the highest percent of science majors are found in the re-

search universities and the lowest percent at the general liberal arts col-

leges. Third, whereas many of the differences in student activities be-

tween institutions were related to "campus life," most of the differences in

reported student progress are related to the curriculumto science, litera-

ture, and arts, to philosophies, and to writing. Fourth, there are important

differences with respect to goals of vocational preparation. And fifth, the

research universities, more frequently than other types, have the lowest

percent of students claiming substantial progress. With respect to the fre-

quency of student activities, we previously noted that the research univer-

sities and the doctoral universities were consistently lowest of the five

types of institutions; and here, with respect to student progress, it is again

the research universities, now joined by the comprehensive colle-°s and

universities, that are consistently lowest.

Since it is usually results from the selective liberal arts colleges

that contribute most to the differences between types, what differences are

there among the other types? Except for a difference of 18 percentage

points between research universities and general liberal arts colleges in

preparation for a specific job, and a difference of 12 percentage points

between those two types in understanding science, there are no other major

differences among the other four types of colleges and universities.

Between research universities and doctoral universities the only major dif-

ference in outcomes, 12 percentage points, is with respect to specific job

preparation. There are no major differences between the doctoral universi-
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ties and the comprehensives. Except for specific job preparation there are

no major differences between the comprehensives and the general liberal

arts colleges.

We are faced again with the apparent fact that differences between

types of institutions in self-reported student outcomes as well as in self-re-

ported activities are few and far between when the selective liberal arts

colleges are removed from the comparisons. The meaning of facts, how-

ever, is not self-evident. Many, many aspects of the college experience are

not measured or identified in the College Student Experiences

Questionnaire. There is nothing about clinical or subjective personal expe-

riencesabout homesickness, about the trials and errors stemming from

greater independence, or difficult relationships with others, or blows to

one's self-esteem, or frustrations and failures as well as rewards and

recognitions, or satisfactions felt in new discoveries and understanding.

There is nothing about the physical settingthe landscape, the architec-

ture, the sense of being in a special place. There is a question about how

many books students have read during the year, but there is no information

about what the books were, or what the professors expected students to

understand from reading them. Also, there may well be clear and impor-

tant differences in students' experience between one specific college and

another college, but not between the averages at one type of college and

another type of college. In a later chapter we shall report examples of

these differences between specific colleges. Meanwhile, from the data we

have presented about students activities and sense of progress we have

seen much similarity between the institutional types, except for the selec-

tive liberal arts colleges. This does not necessarily mean that there are few

important differences in students experiences; it may simply mean that the

institutional typology used by the Carnegie Foundation and other survey-
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ors of the higher education scene, is not very useful for revealing the di-

versity in student activities and outcomes that exists among the colleges

and universities of the country.

In the previous chapter we found that many of the differences in

student activities between institutional types were related to "campus life;"

and in the present chapter we found that many of the differences in out-

comes or gains were related to "the curriculum." We turn next to explor-

ing these elements. Surely a major determinant of campus life is whether

one lives on or near the campus; and surely the influence of the curriculum

on student outcomes is best revealed by the students major field of study.

What differences in activities and outcomes are associated with campus

residence and with major field of study, irrespective of institutional type?
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CHAPTER 7

CAMPUS AND CURRICULUM

Webster defines campus as "the grounds and buildings of a uni-

versity, college, or school." A major part of the College Student Ex-

periences Questionnaire consists of students' reports of their activities on

the campus. It is those buildings and those grounds that the college

possesses, and surely the amount, scope, and quality of effort students can

put into using the resources and opportunities of the campus depends on

how much time they spend there. Although students at the selective liberal

arts colleges were more actively involved in campus activities than were

students at other places, it was also true that nearly all SLA students lived

on the campus. Perhaps residence was more influential than the type of

college. To examine the influence of campus residence on student activi-

ties and student gains, we divided the entire sample of 25,427 undergrad-

uates into four groups: 1) students who lived in campus housing

(dormitory, fraternity/ sorority, or other college housing), 2) students who

lived in an apartment or room within walking distance of the campus, 3)

students who lived in a house, apartment, etc. away from the campus, and

4) students who lived with their parents or relatives. Of all the undergrad-

uates who lived on or near the campus, 34% were at the research universi-

ties, 15% at the doctoral universities, 24% at the comprehensives, 14% at

the general liberal arts colleges, and 13% at the selective liberal arts col-

leges. From this distribution, one can see that no one type of institution

dominates the comparisons to be made of differences in campus residence.

To what extent are there important differences in students activities

and progress when campus residence is the basis for comparison? There
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are thirteen categories or aspects of college experience on which students

activities can be compared. Students involvement in these activities is

summarized by a score. The highest possible score would indicate that a

student participates "very often" in all of the activities in the topic; and the

lowest possible score would indicate that a student had "never" engaged in

any of the activities. In the following table we show, in round numbers,

the average scores for each group. We previously established a difference

of three points as being large enough to be educationally as well as statisti-

cally significant. In the table we have classified the topics to show most

clearly where the educationally important differences are located.

Average Scores on the Activity Scales
Comparing Students in Different Housing Locations

Lives on
Campus

Lives near Lives away Lives at
Campus from Campus Home

Maximum
Differn_30

Academic. Scholarly Activities
Library 19 20 20 19 1

Faculty 20 20 20 19 1

Course Learning 29 30 30 29 1

Writing 26 25 25 25 1

Science 16 16 15 16 1

Informal. Interpersonal Activities
Art, Music, Theater 21 20 18 18 3

Personal Experiences 23 22 21 20 3

Student Acquaintances 27 25 23 23 4

Conversation Topics 30 30 28 28 2

Conversation Information 15 15 15 14 1

Group Facilities Activities
Student Union 22 20 19 20 3

Athletic Facilities 20 19 16 15 5

Clubs and Organizations 22 20 17 17 5
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With respect to the quality of effort or involvement in academic,

scholarly activities, there are no important differences related to where stu-

dents live. Students who live on or near the campus are no more and no

less engaged in academic, scholarly activities than are students who live

away from the campus or at home. Student personnel administrators and

directors of campus housing have often worked to bring about a better

academic and scholarly atmosphere in the dormitories, and no doubt some

of those efforts at some colleges have been successful. But overall, living

(colle3e housing) and learning (academic scholarship) are two different

omains. One does not need to live in a dormitory or within walking dis-

tance of the campus to read a book, write a report, study for a course, or

talk with a faculty member. With respect to other activities, however, liv-

ing on or near the campus makes a great deal of difference.

Except for the two scales related to student conversations, all the

other informal, interpersonal activities, and the activities involving the use

of group facilities show important differences in students involvement or

quality of effort between different residence conditions. In general, the

highest level of activity is among those who live on campus; the next high-

est level of activity is among those who live within walking distance of the

campus, and the lowest scores are made by those who live away from the

campus, or who live at home. Living on or near the campus surely does

make it easier for student to attend various cultural events, use the athletic

and recreational facilities, the student union, get into cluts and organiza-

tions, and get better acquainted with a variety of student.

This same differentiation between academic and non-academic

topics is also evident in students progress toward important objectives as

shown in the next table. With respect to progress in the development of

intellectual skills, understanding science, and gains in general education,
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literature, and arts there are no differences of 12 percentage points or

greater between any of the residence groups in the number of students who

believe they have made substantial progress toward those goals. With re-

spect to the personal and social development goals, however, there are

major differences between the residence groups on all five of the goals. In

every instance, substantial progress is claimed by a higher percent of stu-

dents living on or near the campus than by those living away or at home.

Those who do more gain more. Doing more is related to being where the

action ison campus 24 hours a day; and that, in turn, is related to more

progress toward outcomes that involve the most interaction with other stu-

dents and the most insight about oneself.

Percent of Students in Different Housing Locations Reporting
Substantial Gain Toward Important Educational Goals

Intellectual Ski IN
Lives on
Campus

Lives near lives away Lives at
Campus from Campus Home

Maximum
DiffenaKe

Analysis 62 69 65 62 7

Quantitative 44 51 48 48 7

Synthesis 69 75 70 67 8

Inquiry 79 84 80 76 8

Science
Science 33 40 36 35 7

Technology 28 35 32 30 7

Consequences 30 38 34 31 8

General Education. Literature. & Arts
Breadth 69 69 66 64 5

Arts 31 33 25 23 10

Literature 33 33 33 29 4

Writing 56 56 56 55 1

Philosophies 52 53 48 42 11
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Personal and Social Development

Lives on Lives near Lives away
II 0

Lives at Maximum
b I I

Values 68 70 58 55 15

Self 79 81 71 C7 14

Others 83 80 68 66 14

Team 59 61 51 45 16

Health 45 46 36 33 12

Vocational
Job Training 42 55 54 46 13

Specialization 58 66 65 57 9

Career Relevance 67 73 72 65 8

We have seen that the amount, scope, and quality of effort students

invest in and gain from "campus life" is enhanced by the amount of time

they spend on the campusfull time living on the campus in college

housing, convenient and close as in living within walking distance of the

campus, or still less time or convenience as in commuting from a location

away from the campus. Campus life, as we have used the term, refers to

the personal, interpersonal aspect of college experience, not to the more

abstract, intellectual, scholarly aspects. To be sure, college is a scholarly

environment as well as a social environment. This impersonal, intellectual

character of the college experience, and the particular emphasis its schol-

arship exhibits, will be found, most probably, in the curriculum and the

particular emphases in the courses students take.

All or nearly all students have some courses, or some types of

courses, that are required. This is usually expressed as a "breadth" or

"distribution" requirement; and some minimum number of courses of vari-

ous types may be required for graduation, such as English, languages,

science, math, social sciences, etc. At the same time, graduation require-
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ments also include a focus in one's course workusually called an area of

concentration, a specialization, or a major field. In many cases, this major

field may have a definite occupational or vocational relevancesuch as

nursing, education, business, or engineering. In many other cases the

major field is an academic discipline within the liberal arts or the college of

arts and sciences. Such majors may also have vocational relevance, but

less emphasis on training in specific skills for jobs.

In the College Student Experience Questionnaire students were

asked to indicate their major field of study or their expected major. For

some freshmen the answer may be quite tentative. Students may change

their major field. In any event, neither freshmen nor sophomores have had

much work in what is or will be their major. Nevertheless, even the tenta-

tive choice of a major indicates an area of interest by the student. Sorting

the students into major field defines the subject matter that is or will be

studied most thoroughly. In many cases courses in the major, or closely

related to the major, will constitute more than half of the students total cur-

riculum. It is fair to say that the major field defines the emphasis in most

of the subject matter studied by the student. What is studied (major field)

may have a greater bearing on students activities and outcomes than where

it is studied (type of college) or where one lives while studying it (campus

residence).

In the analyses which follow, students are grouped into eight differ-

ent major fields. These groupings account for 80 to 90% of the students

the others are undecided or indicate a major not listed in the questionnaire,

or one that did not have enough cases to merit a major grouping. Four of

the major fields are within the traditional domain of the liberal arts:

Humanities and Arts (literature, languages, history, philosophy, religion,

art, music, theater, etc.); Social Sciences (economics, political science,
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psychology, sociology, etc.); Biological Sciences (biology, biochemistry,

botany, zoology, etc.); and Physical Sciences (physics, chemistry, math-

ematics, astronomy, earth sciences, etc.). The other four fields, character-

ized as vocational majors, were listed as follows in the questionnaire:

Business, Engineering, Education (including physical education and recre-

ation), and Health related fields (nursing, physical therapy, health technol-

ogy, etc.). Across the total sample of 25,427 students, the major groups

were constituted as follows: 15% social sciences, 12% humanities and

arts, 6% biological sciences, and 5% physical sciences, for a total of 38%

in the traditional liberal arts fields; then 23% in business, 9% in engineer-

ing, and 7% each in education and health, for a total of 46% in the voca-

tional fields. This leaves 16% unclassified or undecided. The major fields

are distributed very unevenly among the five types of institutions. For ex-

ample, the selective liberal arts colleges have none or very few majors in

any of the vocational fields. The general liberal arts colleges have majors

in all the vocational fields except engineering. The universities and the

comprehensive colleges have majors in all fields. The most frequent major

in the selective liberal arts colleges is HumanitiestArts. The most frequent

major in each of the other institutional types is Business. Engineering

majors are mainly in the research universities. Our analyses, at this point,

are focused on the differences in students activities and gains associated

with what they study wherever they happen to be while studying it.

In the next table, the average scores on the activity measures are

shown. Using, as we have in other cases, a difference of three points or

greater between average scores as indicating an educationally significant

difference, we can find in the table that differences of this magnitude or

greater occur between major fields on 9 of the 14 topics. On all aspects of
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Average Scores on the Activity Scales
of Students in Different Major Fields

Liberal Arts Majors Vocational Majors Maximum
DifferenceH/A SS BIO PHYS HOB EDUC BUS ENGR

Library 21 21 20 19 20 20 19 17 4

Faculty 22 21 20 19 21 20 19 18 4

Course Learning 30 30 30 29 31 30 29 28 3

Writing 27 26 25 24 26 26 25 23 4

Science 12 14 22 21 18 14 14 21 10

Art, Music, Theater 25 20 20 20 18 19 18 18 7

Personal Experiences 23 24 22 21 23 23 21 19 5

Student Acquaintances 27 26 26 26 25 25 24 24 3

Conversation Topics 30 JV 30 30 29 28 28 29 2

Conversation Information 15 15 15 14 15 14 14 14 1

Student Union 21 22 21 21 20 20 20 19 3

Athletic & Recreation 18 18 19 20 18 18 19 19 2

Clubs &Organizations 21 21 20 20 19 19 19 19 2

Residence 26 26 26 25 25 25 26 25 1

H/A Humanities /Arts HLTH Health related fields
SS Social sciences EDUC Education
BIO Biological sciences BUS Business
PHYS Physical sciences ENGR Engineering

college experience that we classify as academic, scholarly in their con-

tentuse of the library, contacts with faculty members course learning

activities, experiences in writing, and activities related to science, there are

substantial differences between some of the major fields. The differences

clearly reflect what we know about major fields of study. For example,

the highest levels of activity related to science are obtained by majors in the
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biological and physical sciences and engineering. The highest score on the

writing scale is obtained by humanities/arts majors, a group that includes

English majors. The highest scores on the library scale are made by the

majors in humanities/arts or social sciences, where library use is especially

frequent. In general, in these academic, scholarly aspects of college, the

involvement of liberal arts majors is greater than the involvement of

vocational majors. This direction of difference is also evident in the other

aspects of college activity where the differences between major fields

occurin activities related to the arts, to personal experiences, student

acquaintances, and use of the student union. The highest scores are found

typically among the liberal arts majors, not among the vocational majors.

Where the differences between major fields are most obvious it is usually a

contrast between two fields, usually between engineering and humani-

tiesas in Library, Faculty, Writing, Arts, Student Acquaintances. When

these two major fields are removed, there are usually no noticeable dif-

ferences between any other majors. Moreover, on five of the 14 scales,

there are no noticeable differences between the average scores of any of the

major fields.

Looking next at the differences between major fields in self-esti-

mated outcomes or gains, we see that there are large differences on all but

two of the goals in the percent of students reporting substantial gains.

With respect to some outcomes, the results are almost polar opposites be-

tween certain major fields. This is most dramatic in science-related out-

comes where generally two-thirds to more than three-fourths of the majors

in Biological and Physical sciences report substantial gain in contrast to

fewer than one-seventh of the majors in Humanities/Arts. The poles are

opposite in goals related to literature or arts where substantial progress is
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Percent of Students in Different Major Fields
Reporting Substantial Gain Toward Important Educational Goals

_liberal Arts Majors Vocational Majors Maximum

11/A SS MO PHYS HLTh EDUC BUS ENGR L'Afference

Intellectual Skills -

Analysis 57 65 75 79 64 54 60 78 25

Quantitative 24 41 60 68 44 36 52 68 44

Synthesis 73 76 73 74 71 67 66 71 10

Inquiry

science

83 83 80 78 83 81 77 76 7

Science 14 27 84 74 61 21 15 70 70

Technology 11 18 72 64 50 15 15 63 61

Consequences 19 28 66 56 51 19 19 52 47

General Education. Literature. & Arts
Breadth 74 77 68 71 61 64 67 49 28

Arts 61 28- 24 26 18 31 19 15 46

Literature 64 40 28 29 22 35 22 13 51

Writing 70 65 51 51 53 58 53 40 30

Philosophies 63 63 48 53 45 46 42 38 25

Personal and Social Development
Values 72 72 65 63 67 69 59 52 20

Self 80 80 79 75 80 81 72 68 13

Others 78 79 79 75 82 82 76 69 13

Team 48 55 51 49 66 61 59 52 18

Health 36 40 43 41 54 49 42 34 20

Vocational Preparation
Job Training 37 34 36 43 63 63 49 52 29

Specialization 59 64 75 74 74 60 50 67 25

Career relevance 63 66 65 69 77 77 68 69 14

Computers 16 22 21 44 12 19 40 62 50
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reported by more than 60% of the Humanities/Arts majors in contrast to

generally one-fourth or' fewer in science, engineering, and business ma-

jors.

With respect to all of the goals related to general education, litera-

ture, and arts, the lowest percentages of students reporting substantial

progress are the engineering majors. This same low position of engineer-

ing majors is also seen in the personal and social development goals con-

cerned with values, self-understanding, and understanding others. The

number of courses and credits one needs for an engineering major, and

thus the demand on the student's time, may be greater than the demands of

other major fields. This is reflected by the fact that the proportion of engi-

neering majors who report substantial progress toward gaining a broad

general education about different fields of knowledge is noticeably lower

than in every other major field. Although the differences in outcomes be-

tween major fields are generally larger and more numerous than the differ-

,ences in activities, there are nevertheless, many outcomes where the differ-

ences between majors are small.

Two other observations about the percentages in the table may be of

broad relevance in understanding the differences between major fields.

First, if one takes a composite of all four major fields classified as liberal

arts, and compares it with a composite of the four vocational fields, one

finds significantly higher percentages of liberal arts students reporting

substantial progress toward the goals listed as analysis, breadth, arts, liter-

ature, and philosophies, and a significantly higher percent of vocational

majors reporting substantial progress toward the single goal of job train-

ing. Second, if one compares a composite consisting of humanities, social

sciences, and education with a composite composed of biological science,

physical science, and engineering, one finds that the science oriented ma-
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jors report significantly greater progress toward the goals listed as analy-

sis, quantitative, science, technology, consequences, career relevance, and

computers, and the other group is higher on the goals of arts and literature.

The above findings all point to the importance of the major fields on

the extent and direction of students progress in college. The major field

and courses closely related to it are the largest part of the students academic

experience. In the academic part of the college experiences, students learn

what they study, and the more they study, the more they learn. The nega-

tive consequence of this, in some cases, is that substantial progress in the

major may result in very little progress in fields that have very little overlap

in content with the majoras science vs. humanities. All these results

seem to indicate that what counts most in students academic outcomes is

not the type of college they attend (except for the selective liberal arts col-

lege), or where they live during college, but what they study while they are

Otere.
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CHAPTER 8

YEAR BY YEAR

As students move through college from the freshman to the senior

year, them are, presumably, some changes in the pattern of their activities

and in their estimates of progress toward important goals of higher educa-

tion. We do not have responses from the same students at the end of each

of their four years in college; but we can compare the responses of end-

of-year freshman with the responses of end-of-year sophomores, juniors,

and seniors. The interpretation of these cross-sectional comparisons as

proof of gains is not strictly speaking, correct, and for two reasons. First,

many students may drop out of college. In that case the differences be-

tween freshmen and seniors may be accounted for by selective attrition and

survival. Second, many students, especially among the juniors and se-

niors, may be transfer students, having started their college experience at

some other institution. In that case, we would not know the possible in-

fluence on student development from spending four years at the same

place.

In this chapter we report differences in activities and gains at each

college year. Some of the external influences on cross-sectional compari-

son have been eliminated. First, all transfer students were removed from

the sample. This reduced the population base from 25,427 down to

19,420. Thus, all seniors are one who had spent their entire college pro-

gram at the same school. Second, we have discovered from previous

studies that freshmen who expect to drop-out or transfer to another college

are very unlikely to answer the College Student Experiences
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Questionnaire. In effect, they say, "I won't be here next year so why

should I answer this questionnaire!" Thus, most of the freshmen who re-

spond to the questionnaire are ones who plan to continue at the college.

This influence on who is likely to respond to the questionnaire means that

selective attrition may not be as important an explanation in our data as it

would be if the freshman responses were more representative. As a con-

sequence of the two characteristics just described, our "cross-sectional"

comparisons are probably not much different from what would be found in

a longitudinal study. Nevertheless, there is undoubtedly some selective

retention; and differences between freshmen and seniors cannot explicitly

be attributed to growth resulting from the college experience.

We begin our analysis of differences in activities and outcomes

with a table showing the percent of students at each year who indicate they

have made substantial progress toward each of the goals listed in the ques-

tionnaire. Using the same definition of an educationally important differ-

ence that we have used previously (12 percentage points or more), there

are important differences between the reported gains of freshmen versus

seniors in all of the goals related to intellectual skills, all of the goals re-

lated to science, all of the goals related to vocational preparation, two of

the goals related to personal/social development, one of the general educa-

tion goals, and on the goal of becoming familiar with computers. The

magnitude of the freshman-senior difference is greatest with respect to the

goals of vocational preparation. Second in magnitude are the differences

with respect to intellectual skills, followed by science goals. In each of

these categories (intellectual skills, vocational preparation, and science) the

percent of students reporting substantial progress is greater with each year

in school. This same consistent upward progression with each succeeding
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Percent of Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors
Reporting Substantial Gain Toward Important Educational

Goals

Freshmen Sophomores Juniors Seniors

Diff. in %
between

Fr. & Srs.

Diff. as a
% of poss.
Difference

Intellectual Skills
Analysis 52 62 69 75 23 48

Quantitative 36 45 52 56 20 32

Synthesis 59 70 76 80 21 51

Inquiry 71 78 83 87 16 55

Science
Science 27 35 40 42 15 21

Technology 21 28 35 37 16 20

Consequences 23 30 36 40 17 22

General Education
Breadth 62 71 69 73 11 28

Arts 27 31 30 32 5 7

Literature 30 34 33 36 6 9

Writing 55 52 57 62 7 16

Philosophies 44 52 53 56 12 22

Personal/Social
Values 58 66 68 72 14 33

Self 71 77 79 82 11 40

Others 75 80 80 83 8 32

Team 46 54 61 67 21 40

Health 41 42 43 43 2 3

Vocational Preparation
Job 27 41 56 62 35 48

Specialization 43 61 68 74 31 54

Career 56 68 73 7 21 48

Computers 23 31 36 40 17 22
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year is also found with respect to the goals defined as becoming aware of

different philosophies and cultures,developing one's values and ethical

standards, self-understanding, ability to function as a team member, and

acquiring familiarity with the use of computers.

There are only four of the twenty-one goals where the differences

in percentages by year in school are negligible and inconsistentgood

health habits, enjoyment of arts and of literature,and writing effectively.

With respect to health, concern for physical fitness is about the same each

year. The goals related to arts and literature are ones toward which few

freshmen (27% and 30%) claim substantial progress; and the percentages

are not much higher among the seniors (32% and 36%). This may reflect

relatively little exposure to those subjects during the college years. Pro-

gress toward effective writing declines a little in the sophomore year, then

moves up a few percentage points. In many colleges a lot of emphasis is

given to good writing in the freshman year, but the emphasis in subse-

quent years probably varies, dependent on the students' major field.

The last column in the table of progress toward goals is labeled

"Difference as a % of possible difference". The relative magnitude of a

difference between freshmen and seniors depends on the starting point.

For example, the freshman-senior difference in the goal described as

"inquiry" is 16 percentage points, from a starting percent of 71% to an

ending percent of 87%. If one starts at 71%, the maximum possible in-

crease is from 71% to 100%, or 29 percentage points. The obtained dif-

ference of 16 points is therefore 55% of the possible difference. Toward

the goal of understanding new developments in technology, the difference

between freshman and seniors is also 16 points; but this is only 20% of the

possible difference. My own view is that these relative differences are a

better indicator of change. Using this concept of percent of possible dif-
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ference, the goals related to vocational preparation and to intellectual skills

again emerge at the head of the list. But now, four of the five goals related

to personal/social development show a high degree of relative change.

Also two of the general education goals, breadth and philosophies, show

greater relative change than the goals related to science.

To the colleges, these freshman-senior differences, whatever may

account for them, have some importance. What they show is obvious: this

is what our students say after they have been with us for one year; this is

what they say after they have been with us for four years; and the direction

of the differences is in line with our intentions.

In contrast to the many large differences in outcomes, there are

very few differences in students average scores on the quality of effort

scales between one class and another. Using a difference of three points in

the average scores as large enough to be educationally important, one finds

in the next table only two topics where the differences between freshmen

and seniors are that largenamely, on the topics of experiences with fac-

ulty, and clubs and organizations. On both these aspects of undergraduate

activities, the level and quality of involvement by seniors is higher than the

involvement of freshmen. In two other topics there are differences of two

points between freshmen and seniors; and both of those topics are schol-

arly activitiesLibrary, and Course Learning, with seniors having the

higher scores. On the remaining ten aspects of undergraduate experience

them are no differences of more than one point between any two classes.

By reporting average scores as whole numbers, without decimal

points, we make it easier to see the larger differences but we also make it

impossible to examine smaller differences that may have some educa-

tional relevance because of their consistency. Examining the average
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Average Scores on the Activity Scales
Comparing Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors

Freshmen Sophomores Juniors

Diff. in scores
between

Seniors Fr. & Srs.
Academic Scholarly Activities

Library 19 19 20 21 +2

Faculty 19 19 20 22 +3

Course Learning 28 29 30 30 +2

Writing 26 25 25 25 -1

Science / / 16 16 16 16 0

Informal, Interpersonal Activities
Art, Music, Theater 19 20 20 20 +1

Personal Experiences 22 23 22 22 0

Student Acquaintances 26 26 26 25 -1

Conversation Topics 29 30 30 30 +1

Conversation Information 14 14 15 15 +1

Group Facilities Activities
Student Union 21 21 21 21 0

Athletic and Recreation 19 19 19 19 0

Clubs and Organizations 19 21 22 22 +3

Residence 26 26 26 26 0

scores carried out to two decimal places produces the following findings.

First, there are six topics, or aspects of college experiences, about which

the average score is consistently higher each year from freshman to senior

level. Five of these topics have some relationship to the intellectual

aspects of collegeuse of the library, contacts with faculty members,

course learning, the cultural level of student conversations, and the
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intellectual content of student conversations. The sixth topic was in-

volvement in clubs and organizations.

On two of the scales, the highest average score was made by the

end-of-year freshmenAthletic and Recreation Facilities, and Experience

in Writing. The fact that the activity score for Writing goes down some-

what after the freshman year is consistent with our previous finding that

the reported gains in writing ability are higher for freshmen than for

sophomores, although the reported gains go up slightly for juniors and

seniors.

On four of the scales it is the sophomores who show the highest

average score. Three of those topics are clearly ones that involve the inter-

personal and social aspects of collegeliving in a dormitory or other col-

lege housing, getting acquainted with other students, and learning more

about oneself. The fourth topic with the highest score for sophomores

was the scale labeled Art, Music, Theaterand to some extent this also in-

volves interpersonal and social contacts.

Although the quality of effort scores are generally similar from

one year to the next, there is nevertheless a rather clear pattern within the

differences that do occur. On most of the topics having a clear intellectual

or scholarly content, the quality of student effort is greater with each year

in college. On most of the topics having a clear focus on the social aspects

of college life, the quality of student effort reported by sophomores is the

highest of the four classes.
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CHAPTER 9

GENDER, AGE & ETHNICITY

The emphasis in this report up to now has mainly been on student

activities anu gains at different types of institutions and in different condi-

tions within institutions that might be related to activities and gains such as

residence, major field, and year in school. We turn next to different views

of the college experience that may be related to age, gender, or ethnic iden-

tification. The typical age of college students who continue their education

following high school graduation is from 17 to 22. In the selective liberal

arts colleges, 95% of the students in our survey are in this age group. In

the other types of institutions, from 12% to 26% are older than this, with

generally about 5% to 10% being 28 or older. With respect to gender our

interest is seeing whether there are any differences in the frequency of ac-

tivities and the progress toward goals between men and women.

Differences between ethnic groups are confounded by the fact that they

come from different parts of the country. The Hispanic and Asian groups

are found mostly in the west and southwest. Also, the Asian students are

mainly in the research universities and the selective liberal arts colleges.

Moreover, since 80% to 90% of the respondents are white, the total num-

ber of responses from minorities is quite smallabout 3 to 6% black,

about 2 to 4% Hispanic, and about 1 to 7% Asian in the different types of

institutions.

Overall, among the 25,429 students who filled out the College

Student Experiences Questionnaire, 85% were white, 5% black, 4%

Asian, 3% Hispanic, and 3% unidentified. In round numbers for minority
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groups we are dealing with about 1140 black students, about 960 Asian

students, and about 630 Hispanic students.

In the three minority groups we can analyzeblack, Hispanic,

and Asianthere are a number of fairly large differences between them

which may to some extent have a bearing on quality of effort and on gains.

For example, 60% of the black students in the sample live in college

housing, compared with 40% of the Hispanic students. In college grades

about 38% of the white and the Asian students reported that their grades

were B+ or better, but 17% of the Hispanic and 13% of the black groups

reported B+ or better grades. A majority of the white and Asian students

come from families in which one or both parents were college graduates,

compared with about a third of the Hispanic and black students. Asian

students also spend more time on their school work than any of the other

groups-56% spending about 40 hours a week or more, compared to 40%

of the white students, 39%of the Hispanic students, and 33% of the black

students.

The following table shows the average scores of the ethnic groups

on each of the activity (quality of effort) scales. What is immediately ap-

parent is that there are no major differences between any of the groups on

the scholarly, intellectual activities or on the informal, interpersonal activi-

ties. On the activities related to science and technology, the average score

of Asian students is higher than the average score of other groups, and

higher by 3 points over the black student group. In contrast, it is the Asian

students who have the lowest quality of effort score in the use of athletic

and recreation facilities and involvement in clubs and organizations. Black

students have the highest average score for use of the student union, and

for participation in clubs and organizations.
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Average Scores on the Activity Scales for
Different Ethnic Groups

Scholarly. Intellectual Activities
White Black Hispanic Asian

Maximum
Difigrogg

Library Experiences 19 20 20 20 1

Experiences with Faculty 20 20 20 18 2

Course Learning 29 29 30 29 1

Experience in Writing 25 26 26 25 1

Informal. Interpersonal Activities
Art, Music, Theater 20 20 20 19 1

Personal Experiences 22 23 22 21 2

Student Acquaintances 25 27 27 26 2

Topics of Conversation 29 30 30 29 1

Information in Conversations 14 15 15 15 1

Activities in Group Facilities
Student Union 20 23 22 21 3

Athletic & Recreation Facilities 19 18 18 17 2

Clubs & Organizations 20 21 20 18 3

Dormitory or Fraternity /Sorority 26 24 25 23 3

Activities Related to Science
Sciencefrechnology 23 22 23 25 3

When we look at these average scores more closely, carried out to

one decimal place, some general trends become evident even though the

magnitude of single differences is not educationally significant. In other

words, the accumulation of small differences may have some significance.

In this perspective, the white students have the highest scores on the use of

Athletic and Recreation facilities, and on involvement in the Residence

Facilities. Their scores are lowest on Library, Student Union, Student

Acquaintances, and on Information in Conversations. The black students
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have the highest scores on the scales concerned with Library, Faculty,

Arts, Student Union, Clubs and Organizations, Personal Experiences, and

Student Acquaintances. Their scores are lowest on activities related to

Science/Technology. Hispanic students show the highest quality of effort

in Course Learning, Writing, and Topics of Conversation. They are not

the lowest group on any topic. Asian students are highest in Science ac-

tivities; but they show the least quality of effort on the topics of Faculty,

Course Learning, Arts, Athletic and Recreation facilities, Clubs and

Organizations, Personal Experiences, and Residence facilities.

To see more specifically the activities on which the ethnic groups

differ, we have identified, for each of the topics with a difference of 3

points in the average score, the items that account for the difference. With

respect to the activities in the Science/Technology scale, the percentage

indicating frequent activity is highest for the Asian students on all the

items. Using a difference of 15 percentage points as defining a

"noticeable" difference, 78% of the Asian students said they frequently

"memorized formulas, definitions, technical terms" compared to a little less

than two-thirds of the other groups. And 62% of the Asian students said

they frequently"tried to express a set of relationships in mathematical

terms," compared to 44% in the other groups. The fact that Asian stu-

dents, to a greater extent than others, choose physical sciences, engineer-

ing, and computer science as their major field of study would probably

explain the ethnic differences.

Involvement in clubs and organizations was another topic show-

ing a noticeable difference in average scores. In this case it is the Asian

students with the lowest involvement and black students with the highest

on nearly all items. For example 25% of the Asian students reported that

they frequently attended a program or event put on by a student group,
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compared to 45% of the black students. Also, slightly less than one-fourth

of the Asian students frequently read or asked about a club, organization,

or student government activity, or frequently voted in a student election,

but a little more than one-third of the black students frequently engaged in

those activities.

In uses of the Student Union, only one specific activity had a dif-

ference of 15 points or more between ethnic groupswith 61% of the

black students indicating that they frequently looked at the bulletin board

for notices about campus events, compared with 45% of the Asian stu-

dents. In all of the activities in this scale, either the black or the Hispanic

students have the most involvement. For example, Hispanic students most

frequently said they often had meals, snacks, etc., at the union, met

friends there, sat around talking with other students about classes and

other college activities, used a lounge to relax or study by yourself, saw a

film or other event at the union. Black students most frequently said they

attended a social event at the union, heard a speaker at the union, played

games, and used the lounge for meetings. In all those activities, the differ-

ence in percentages between the most and least active group was 11 points.

Among the students who live in a campus residence, the Asians

are the least activ 3 on all of the items comprising that scale. The largest

differences (15 percentage points or more) show that the Asian students

are least likely to engage in lively conversation about various topics during

the dinner hour, least likely to go out with other students for late night

snacks, or to engage in discussions that last late into the night, or to bor-

row things from others in the residence unit, or to attend social events put

on by the residence unit. In all of these activities the white students are the

most frequent participants.
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From these data the Asian students emerge as the least involved in

the social and interpersonal aspects of the college experience.

With respect to outcomes, or progress toward various goals of

college education, the differences between ethnic groups that are most no-

ticeable are on goals most clearly related to the curriculum. In the follow-

ing table there are no large differences between ethnic groups in gains re-

lated to intellectual skills, or to vocational preparation. In gains related to

personal/social development, where one might expect less progress from

the Asian students because of their lower involvement in social activities,

the Asian students are significantly below the other ethnic groups only on

progress toward the ability to function as a team member. On that outcome

substantial progress is indicated by 49% of the Asian group compared to

62%of the black students. Science, technology, literature, and writing are

outcomes most clearly related to the curriculum. A noticeably higher per-

cent of Asian students report substantial progress in understanding the na-

ture of science and experimentation, and in understanding new scientific

and technical developments. And, a noticeably lower percent of Asian

students report substantial progress toward broadening one's acquaintance

and enjoyment of literature, and toward writing clearly and effectively.

These contrasts correspond. to the fact that Asian students are most likely

to major in the sciences and least likely to major in the humanities.

In ten of the fourteen activity topics there are no noticeable differ-

ences in quality of effort between any of the ethnic groups. And in fifteen

of the twenty-one statements of goals there are no noticeable differences

between any of the ethnic groups in the percent who believe they have

made substantial progress. Where there are noticeable differences it is the

Asian students who invest the most effort and report the most progress in
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Estimates of Gain for Different Ethnic Groups

Intellectual Skills

Percent Substantial Gain Maximum
Di& tooWhite Black Hispanic Asian

Analysis 63 63 65 64 2

Quantitative 45 45 49 54 9

Synthesis 70 69 72 66 6

Inquiry 79 79 79 75 4

General Education. Literature & Arts
Breath 68 61 66 64 7

Ails 28 29 27 24 5

Literature 32 31 35 22 13

Writing 56 61 58 45 16

Philosophies 49 52 58 51 9

Personal/Social Development
Values 64 67 68 59 9

Self 76 79 76 72 7

Others 77 80 77 73 7

Team 55 62 55 49 13

Health 41 44 43 37 7

Science and Technology
Science 34 30 38 49 17

Technology 29 26 32 44 18

Consequences of Sci/Tech 31 30 36 40 10

Vocational Preparation
Job Training 47 40 43 38 9

Specialization 61 Ii4 59 62 8

Career Relevance 68 65 67 60 8



topics related to science. But it is also the Asian students who invest the

least quality of effort in using some of the group facilities at the college

involvement in clubs and organizations and in the residence facilities. In

other outcomes, progress in literature and writing is claimed by higher per-

centages of black and Hispanic students than by Asian students, and the

ability to function as a team member is claimed by black students more

than by students in other groups.

Turning next to comparisons of activities and outcomes for differ-

ent age groups, the location of older students needs to be kept in mind.

The most selective institutions have the fewest students beyond the tradi-

tional college age of 22 and younger. Among the students in our sample

from the selective liberal arts colleges, only 1% are age 28 or older, and in

the research universities there are only 4% at this older age. In the other

three institutional types there are 10% who are age 28 or older, and alto-

gether from 20% to 26% above the traditional college age of 22 or

younger.

Average scores on the activity scales are shown in the next table.

Despite the fact that the older students are a higher proportion of the stu-

dent body in the less selective institutions, there are no differences of any

noticeable magnitude between older and younger students on any of the

scholarly, intellectual activities, or the activities related to science. On all

of the informal, interpersonal activities, and on all of the activities in the

use of group facilities, the young traditional college age students have the

highest quality of effort, and the quality of effort scores decline with each

older group. On all four of the activities in group facilities these differ-

ences are large and noticeable. And on four of the five informal, interper-

sonal activities the differences between the youngest and the oldest age

group are also large and noticeable.
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Average Scores on the Activity Scales
for Different Age Groups

Scholarly, Intellectual Activities

22
IX 421411112

Between 23
& 27

28
alum

Maximum
Difference

Library experiences 19 20 20 1

Experiences with Faculty 20 21 20 1

Course Learning 29 30 31 2

Experience in Writing 25 25 25 0

Informal. Interpersonal Activities
Art, Music, Theater 20 19 17 3

Personal Experiences 22, 21 19 3

Student Acquaintances 26 24 22 4

Topics of Conversation 30 28 25 5

Information in Conversations 15 15 14 1

Student Union 21 19 17 4

Athletic and Recreation Facilities 19 17 13 6

Clubs & Organizations 21 18 15 7

Residence Unit 26 21 15 11

Activities Related to Science
Science/Technology 16 16 15 1

For the older students the social aspects of college life hold little

interest. The student union, for example, is not a social center for the

older students. About one-fifth to not more than one-third frequently have

meals or snacks at the union, look for notices about events, meet friends,

use the lounge. Among the younger students frequent use in these ways

characterizes 40% to 50% of them. A fourth of the younger students, in

contrast to 5% of the older students frequently attend social or other events
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in the union. In using the athletic and recreation facilities, from 5% to

22% of the older students are frequent users, compared with 23% to 47%

of the younger students. Clubs and organizations hold little interest for

most older students with typically only about 10% attending meetings,

working in the organization, voting in student elections,or even reading

about student organizations. Among the younger students roughly one-

third to one-fourth are active participants in clubs and other student

groups. So few older students live in college housing and they are so dif-

ferent from the younger students that almost none of them participated in

any dormitory activities.

With respect to the arts, differences between age groups in most

of the activities are quite small. The big differences are related to music.

Talking about music with other students at the college is a frequent activity

among 50% of the younger student.;, but only among 14% of the older

students. Attending a concert or other musical event at the college is a fre-

quent activity of 28% of the younger students, but of only 10% of the

older ones. Some of the activities under the heading of Personal

Experiences are ones intended to promote better self-understanding

telling a friend why you reacted to another person the way you did, dis-

cussing why some groups get along smoothly and others don't, asking a

friend to help you with a personal problem, identifying with a character in

a book or movie and wondering what you might have done under similar

circumstances, asking a friend to tell you what he/she really thought about

you. In some of these activities frequent participation by younger students

is indicated by more that half of them, compared to fewer than one-fourth

of the older students. In the breadth and depth of one's acquaintance with

different kinds of studentsdifferent majors, different interests, different

backgrounds, different values, and different religious beliefstwo-thirds
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of the younger students report developing friendships frequently, com-

pared to one-third of the older students. And with respect to serious dis-

cussions about values and religion, 39% to 45% of the younger students

say they are frequent compared with 20% to 25% of the older students.

Differences in the frequency of conversation topics are not significant for

any of the more cultural and intellectual subjects, but for the typical college

age concerns about jobs, money, and careers, about movies and music,

social events and parties, and relations between the sexes, three-fourths of

the younger students talk about such things frequently, but, except for

careers, one-fourth or fewer older students frequently discuss these

collegiate life topics.

Many of the differences in activities between younger and older

students are paralleled by the differences in outcomes s:.own in the next

table. On all of the outcomes classified as personal/social development,

the percent of younger students claiming substantial progress is noticeably

greater than the percent of older students claiming substantial progress.

Gains regarding vocational preparation, however, were cited by a higher

percentage of older students than by younger ones, particularly specific job

training.

The age differences presented here indicate that all groups are

about equally involved in the academic aspects of college and report similar

progress toward the acquisition of intellectual skills, general education,

and science and technology. The fact that older students were more likely

to report progress toward the goal of specific job training suggests that

their motivations may be more strongly vocational. In all the collegiate or

social aspects of college, the older students are minimally involved. That

part of the college experience belongs to the younger students.
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Estimates of Gain for Different Age Groups

Percent Reporting Substantial Gain
22

pr younger
Intellectual Skills

Between 23
ii21

28
grsikler

Maximum
Difference

Analysis 63 69 61 8

Quantitative 46 53 44 9

Synthesis 70 73 66 7

Inquiry 79 82 78 4

General Education. Literature & Arts
Ikea Ith 68 67 64 4

Arts 29 28 22 7

Literature 32 32 33 1

Writing 56 58 57 2

Philosophies 50 50 46 4

Personal/Social Development
Values 66 63 50 16

Self 77 74 63 14

Others 80 69 57 23

Team 57 55 44 13

Health 43 40 25 18

Science & Technology
Science 34 41 35 7

Technology 28 38 31 10

Consequences of Sci/Tech 31 40 32 9

Vocational Preparation
Job Training 44 57 56 13

Specialization 59 67 68 9

Career Relevance 67 73 72 6
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Turning finally to differences in experience and progress between

men and women, the results in the following table showing the average

scores on the quality of effort measures indicate clearly that on nearly all

aspects of college experience there are no major diftvences between the

quality of effort invested by men and by women. Th re are only two

topics showing a difference in average score by as much as three points.

Average Scores on the Activity Scales
for Men and Women

Men Women
Maximum
Difference

SchglarlyjnicllemajActhaties
Library Experiences

Experiences with Faculty

Course Learning

Experience in Writing

Informal. Interpersonal Activities

19

20

28

24

20

20

30

26

1

0

2

2

Art, Music, Theater 19 20 1

Personal Experiences 20 23 3

Student Acquaintances 25 26 1

Topics of Conversation 29 29 0

Information in Conversations 15 15 0

Activities in Group Facilities
Student Union 20 21 1

Athletic & Recreation Facilities 20 17 3

Clubs & Organizations 19 20 1

Dormitory or Fraternity/Sorority 25 26 1

Activities Related to Science
Science/Technology 17 15 2
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Men more than women are involved in the use of athletic and recreation fa-

cilities. Women more than men are more involved in activities related to

self-understanding. Also, there are only two topics where the average

score of men is higher than the average score of womenathletic and

recreational facilities, and activities related to science and technology.

There are nine topics where the average score of women is higher than the

average score of men; and three topics where there are no differences in

quality of effort between men and women.

There is a similar absence of major differences between men and

women in their reported progress toward various goals, shown in the next

table. Using the same criterion of 12 points difference between percent-

ages we have previously used to identify a noticeable difference, only two

outcomes meet this criterion. Men more frequently cite progress in

"quantitative thinking;" and men more frequently cite progress in

understanding new scientific and technical developments. Some of the

differences of lesser magnitude should be noted. A higher percentage of

men than women cite progress toward all goals related to science and

technology. A higher percentage of women than men cite progress toward

all goals related to general education and toward four of the five goals

classified as personal/social development. Overall, some of the differences

in activities and outcomes between men and women may be as much

influenced by the choice of major field as by gender. Men are more likely

to major in engineering and physical sciences; women are more likely to

major in humanities and arts.
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Estimates of Gain for Men and Women

Percent Reporting Substantial Gain
Maximum
DifferenceMen Women

Intellectual Skills
Analysis 68 60 8

Quantitative 53 41 12

Synthesis 69 71 2

Inquiry 76 81 5

General Education. Literature & Arts
Breadth 66 69 3

Arts 25 30 5

Literature 27 35 8

Writing 52 59 7

Philosophies 49 51 2

Personal/Social Development
Values 59 69 10

Self 70 80 10

Others 71 82 11

Team 54 . 57 3

Health 41 41 0

Science and Technology
Science 41 30 11

Technology 37 24 13

Consequences of Sci/Tech 37 28 9

Vocational Preparation
Job Training 46 46 0

Specialization 61 60 1

Career Relevance 67 68 1
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CHAPTER 10

TIME FOR READING, WRITING, AND STUDY

In the previous chapters we have seen that most students at all

types of colleges do frequently many of the things we would expect them

to do that contribute to their learning. They pay attention in class; they take

detailed notes; they think about how ideas fit together and about the practi-

cal applications of what they are learning; they underline points in their

readings and periodically summarize their notes; they try to explain points

to one another; they ask other people to read something they have written

to see if it is clear to them; they write and rewrite and spend many hours on

their written work; and, of course, they use the dictionary and think sys-

tematically about what they are writing. Moreover, and no doubt related to

these academic pursuits, most students everywhere report that they have

made substantial progress in critical thinking, independent inquiry, breadth

of knowledge, and effective writing, as well as specialized knowledge

from their major field of study. It is probably fair to say that reading,

writing, and study are common elements in school work from kindergarten

through graduate school. In this chapter we report what undergraduates

say about how much reading and writing they do, and how much time they

spend on their academic activities. We shall also see how this differs de-

pending on where they are and what they are studying.

For most students, school work is a full-time job. Most full-time

workers in the U.S. have a 35 to 40 hour work scheduleseven or eight

hours a day for five days a week. The number of hours a week students

usually spend on activities related to their school work is about the same as
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the number of hours a week a full-time employee spends on a job. While

35 to 40 hours is typical, some students spend about 50 hours a week or

more, and others spend about 20 hours a week or less. By school work

we mean time spent in class plus time spent studying. We did not ask stu-

dents to separate class time and study time. In general, a student's course

work involves about 12 to 18 hours a week. If 15 hours a week is typical,

then clearly a few students are devoting very little time to study (about five

hours a week) while others are devoting a great deal of time to study (more

than 30 hours a week). These differences are evident in the following

table.

Time Spent on School Work

Number of Hours Percentages at each of 5 types of institutions
111 CCU OLA SL9

About 50 hours or more a week 15 12 10 12 21

About 40 hours a week 28 25 23 26 33

About 30 hours a week 37 38 39 37 31

About 20 hours a week 14 16 19 17 11

Less than 20 hours a week 6 8 8 8 3

In the doctoral universities and the comprehensive colleges and

universities a fourth of their students report spending about 20 hours a

week or less on their academic work. These are the types of institutions

that account for the largest enrollments nationally. Clearly, then, a lot of

undergraduates are not spending much time studying yet are nonetheless

able to pass their courses. However, at these same institutions one-third

of the students spend 40 hours a week or more in their academic work.

Similar percentages are true of the traditional liberal arts colleges. At the

research universities, and most especially at the selective liberal arts col-
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leges, the students' commitment of time to academic work is substantially

greater.

The nature of this academic commitment is further revealed by the

number of books (texts or other assigned books) read and the number of

term papers or other reports written during the year. This information is

shown in the next two tables.

Reading of Texts or Assigned Books

Number of Texts/Books Percentages at each of 5 types of institutions
RU LE CCU CLA SLA

More than 20 11 10 7 11 40

Between 10 and 20 34 34 29 34 38

Between 5 and 10 39 39 42 39 18

Less than 5 15 18 22 16 4

Writing Term Papers or Other Reports

Number of Papers/Reports Percentages at each of 5 types of institutions
RU LE CCU CL9

More than 20 4 6 4 8 12

Between 10 and 20 15 20 13 18 34

Between 5 and 10 28 29 31 31 32

Less than 5 43 39 45 38 22

None 10 6 7 4 1

In most places about ten percent of the students say they have read

more than 20 books during the year, but at the selective liberal arts colleges

an have read more than 20 books. Also, at most places about a fourth or

a fifth of the students say they have written ten or more term papers or
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other reports; but at the selective liberal arts colleges nearly half of the stu-

dents have written ten or more papers during the year.

In the next table we show contrasts in academic commitment:

strong commitment being defined as spending 40 hours a week or more on

academic activities, reading 10 or more books and writing 10 or more term

papers during the year; and weak commitment defined as spending 20

hours a week or less on academic work, reading fewer than five books and

writing fewer than five pas.

Contrasts in Academic Commitment

Percentages at each of 5 types of institutions

TIME
lilt 111 CCU OA SA

Strong commitment: 40 hours or more 43 37 33 38 54

Weak commitment 20 hours or less 20 24 27 25 14

READ
Strong commitment: 10 or more books 45 44 36 44 78

Weak commitment: fewer than 5 books 15 18 22 16 4

WRITE
Strong commitment: 10 or more papers 19 26 17 26 46

Weak commitment fewer than 5 papers 53 45 52 42 23

At all five types of institutions the proportion of students making

a strong commitment to academic matters time spent and books readfar

exceeds the proportion making a weak commitment. With respect to writ-

ing activities it is only at the selective liberal arts colleges that the propor-

tion writing 10 or more papers exceeds the proportion writing fewer than

five papers during the year.

Time spent is partly determined by student initiative, aptitude,

and dedication to learning and also partly determined by faculty require-
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ments and expectations. The amount of assigned reading and writing is

determined by the faculty but it is also partly determined by the curriculum.

For example, books are a significant source of knowledge in the social

sciences and the humanities, but are perhaps less central in laboratory

sciences, engineering and math. Also, writing is more common in the

humanities than in the sciences.

To see the differences between major fields in the amount of read-

ing and writing required of the students we tallied the responses of upper-

classmen. It is in the last two years of college that students academic work

is most heavily defined by courses in their major field; and consequently

differences in reading and writing activities of upperclassmen would best

reflect these major field differences. The results show clear differences.

In the humanities and social sciences, for example, a little over 60 percent

of the majors reported reading ten or more texts or other assigned books

during the year. In most other major fields the corresponding percentages

are a little over 40 percent; and among engineering majors it is 32 percent.

Reading ten or more non-assigned books was reported by 27 percent of

the humanities majors, by 14 to 18 percent of majors in most other fields,

and by 10 and 11 percent of majors in engineering and in business. As to

writing activities, roughly a third of the humanities and social science ma-

jors had ten or more essay exams in their courses. This number of essay

exams was indicated by a fourth to a fifth of the majors in biological

sciences, education, and business; by 14 to 15 percent of the majors in

physical sciences and health related fields; and by only seven percent of the

engineering majors. Contrasts between major fields in the number of term

papers or other written reports are in the same direction although not of the

same magnitude, with a fourth to a third of the humanities and social
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science majors writing ten or more such papers; and about a fourth to a

fifth of the students in other fields.

The curriculum does, indeed, have a noticeable bearing on these

reading and writing activities, with the humanities and social sciences

making the greatest demands, with engineering and business making the

least demands, and with the sciences and other fields more or less in the

middle.

In the sciences there is a different kind of demand that can be at-

tributed to the curriculum: this is the requirement of laboratory work. In

some fields the time spent in laboratory work is as great or greater than the

time spent in the typical classroom for lectures and discussion. Thus, in

the major fields where laboratory work is most extensiveengineering,

health related fields, biological sciences, and physical sciencesthe total

time devoted to academic activities is greater than in other fields. For ex-

ample, 64 percent of engineering majors report spending 40 or more hours

a week on academic work; and the corresponding percentages are 58%

among majors in health related fields, 55% in biological sciences, 54% in

physical sciences. In contrast, spending 40 hours a week or more on aca-

demic work was reported by 44% of humanities majors, 41% of education

majors, 35% of social science majors, and 29% of business majors.

In general, the proportion of seniors spending 40 or more hours a

week in academic activities is greater than the corresponding proportion of

freshmen, although the differences are small. Among the five types of in-

stitutions, differences between freshman and seniors are also quite small

with respect to essay exams, papers, assigned and non-assigned books,

with none of the differences, save one, as great as 15 percentage points.

The exception is in the selective liberal arts colleges where 57% of the
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freshmen reported doing 10 or more teen papers or other written reports

and 40% of the seniors so reported.

Does all this time spent on academic work pay off in good

grades? It most certainly does. Among students who said their grades

were "mostly A," 57% spent 40 hours or more a week on academic activi-

ties. Among students who said their grades were "mostly C,C-, or lower"

only 23% spent 40 hours or more a week on academic activities. These

relationships are summarized in the following table.

Academic Time and Grades

Among Students Whose Grades are Mostly:
C, C

Time Spent per week A A . B+ BC+ or lower

40 hours or more 57 49

.E

40 40 23

About 30 hours 27 23 39 41 38

About 20 hours or less 16 17 21 28 38

Turning this information around, among students who said they

spent 40 or more hours a week on their academic work, 46% said their

grades were B+ or higher, and 26% said their grades were B- or lower.

Among students who said they spent about 20 hours or less on their aca-

demic work, the percentages noted above are reversed, with 26% reporting

grades of B+ or higher, compared to 46% reporting grades of B- or lower.
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CHAPTER 11

DISENGAGED STUDENTS

In the last chapter we noted that a rather sizable minority of

students in some types of colleges spent rather little time on their academic

work, some spending even less than 20 hours a week including time in

class. Among the undergraduates who responded to the College Student

Experiences Questionnaire, nearly all (95%) indicated that they were

enrolled as "full-time" students. Part-time students would of course be

having fewer classes and spending less time on academic matters. For the

picture of disengaged students drawn in this chapter, all part-time students

have been removed from the sample.

What constitutes a full-load of course work varies somewhat at

different places. At UCLA, for example, students might take three or four.

courses per quarter, with each course typically involving four hours of

class time. This comes to 12 to 16 hours per week, and is more for

students enrolled in science courses that have laboratory work. A student

taking fewer than three courses would not be classified as a full-time

student. At most colleges class time would consume about 12 to 18 hours

a week.

If 15 hours a week spent in class is fairly typical, then students

who say they spend about 20 hours a week on "activities that are related to

your school work" are spending about five hours a week studying. In

contrast, students who say they spend about 40 hours or more a week

would be spending 25 hours a week, or more, studying. These two

groups, the 20 hours or less and the 40 hours or more are now compared.
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To make the comparison as equitable as possible, no one in either group

was spending more than 10 hours a week on a job. Both groups,

consequently, have equal opportunity to determine how they spend their

time.

The college experience includes both academic and non-academic

aspects. The content of the questionnaire reflects both of these aspects. It

is possible that students who are spending a minimum amount of time on

academic activities may be spending a more than average amount of time

on the non-academic activities of college life, such as involvement in

clubs, using the student union, the athletic and recreation facilities,

participation in residence hall activities, becoming acquainted with a variety

of students, etc. And, students who spend 40 hours a week or more on

academic activities may be less involved in non - academic activities.

These contrasting grcups are further identified as follows:

Background Differences Between
Academically Engaged and Disengaged Students

Academically
Disengaged

Academically
Engaged

Number of students 2604 7093

Percent male students 51% 41%

Academic majors

Business 29% 15%

Social Sciences 17% 12%

Sciences related fields
Engineering 6% 15%

Physical Sciences 4% 7%

Biological Sciences 5% 9%

Health 4% 9%
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Academically
Disengaged

Academically
Engaged

Plan to get advanced degree 55% 72%

Parents pay all or nearly all expenses 51% 42%

Grades are mostly B- or lower 52% 25%

From the above, the academically disengaged students, compared

with the academically engaged students, are more likely to be males, to

major in business or social sciences, are less likely to major in any science-

related field, are less likely to aspire to an advanced degree, and are more

likely to have relatively poor grades. The disengaged students also appear

to be relatively more affluent. There are no differences between the groups

in the educational level of their parents, or with respect to living in college

housing. Their low grades are not attributable to a disadvantaged family

background, but seem rather to be attributable to low motivation for

academic achievement and academic goals.

On the activity scales in the questionnaire measuring the amount

and quality of effort students put into various aspects of the college

experience, the disengaged students have a significantly and noticeably

lower score on the scales measuring Course Learning activities and

activities related to Science. They also have lower scores, although not as

much lower, on all other scales related to the academic part of college.

lifeLibrary, Faculty, and Writing. In contrast there are no large or

noticeable differences between the groups in the level of their activity on

any of the non-academic aspects of college. In fact, on many of those

topics, the scores of the two groups are very close togetheruse of the

Student Union, the Athletic and Recreation facilities, and the Residence

facilities, and also the activities labeled Personal Experiences and Student

Acquaintances. Nevertheless, even though the academically disengaged
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students have much more time available to participate in non-academic

activities, the level of their participation is not any higher than that of the

students who have much less time for those out-of-class activities. The

academically disengaged group might be described as students who are

coasting through college.

If one is coasting, the only way one can go is downhill. In

progress toward every one of the goals listed in the questionnaire, the

percent of academically disengaged students who feel they have made

substantial progress is lower than the percent for the academically engaged

group. Toward some goals, the differences between the groups are

especially large. For example, on all of the goals related to understanding

science and technology, and all of the goals related to the development of

intellectual skills, the gap between engaged and disengaged students

ranges from 15 to 24 percentage points. Also, on all of the goals related to

vocational preparation, the progress reported by the disengaged group is

substantially lower than the progress of the engaged group. Where the

two groups come closest together is on gains related to personal/social

development, and, although not quite so close together, on gains related to

general education, literature, and arts.

Differences in Gains Between
Academically Engaged and Disengaged Students

Intellectual Skills

Percent Reportint
Disengaged

Substantial Gainlid Maximum
Difference

Analysis 52 71 19

Quantitative 35 53 18

Synthesis 60 75 15

Inquiry 69 84 15
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Percent Reporting Substantial Gain Maximum
DifferenceDisengaged

Science and Technology
&mad

Science 22 46 24

Technology 19 39 20

Consequences of ScifFech 23 39 16

General Education. Literature & Arts
Breadth 63 70 7

Arts 28 32 4

Literature 27 34 7

Writing 50 58 8

Philosophies 46 52 6

Personal/Social Development
Values 61 68 7

Self 74 79 5

Others 77 80 3

Team 54 57 3

Health 41 43 2

Vocational Preparation
Job Training 35 49 14

Specialization 45 69 24

Career Relevance 59 71 12

It would not be fair to conclude that these disengaged students are

getting little out of their college experiences. With respect to out-of-class

activities involving interactions with other students and using various non-

academic campus facilities, they are not much different from the more fully

engaged students; and their self-estimated progress toward goals related to

personal/social development is about the same as the other group.

However, the fact that they have much more time available for out-of-class

activities, yet do not put more effort into them or get more out of them than
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do students who have far less time for such activities seems to merit our

description of them as coasting through college. Most people would

claim, properly, that one of the most important goal of higher education for

undergraduates is to develop in them the capacity for critical thinking and

inquiry. And it is surely obvious that the group we have labeled

academically disengaged is making much less progress toward this basic

goal.

It is not that they are making no progress toward these intellectual

skills, for more than half of them believe they have made substantial

progress with respect to the skills of analysis, synthesis, and inquiry, and

nearly all of them believe they have made at least "some" progress in those

skills. If grades are an indication of how much they are learning,

compared to others in their courses, then the fact that more than half of

them are making grades of B-, C+, C, C-, or lower suggests that they are

learning less than the more fully engaged students. Nevertheless, 22% of

them report that their grades are mostly A, A-, B+. Moreover, these

disengaged students are found in all of the five types of institutions. It is

apparently possible to coast in the selective liberal arts colleges as well as

in the larger and perhaps more impersonal places, to make passing grades,

to gain many of the personal/social benefits of college life, and to enjoy the

ride. When asked "How well do you like college?" 34% said "I ar

enthusiastic about it." That is almost as many as in our total national

sample where 38% said they were enthusiastic.



CHAPTER 12

EXPLORING THE SCOPE OF EFFORT AND ATTAINMENT

The academically engaged students discussed in the last chapter

outnumbered the academically disengaged students by nearly three to one.

But both groups account for less than half of the undergraduates. Who are

all the other students? What is their level of involvement in the college ex-

perience? If we now explore the activities of all the undergraduates, what

varieties or patterns of effort might be revealed? It is possible for a student

to reveal a high quality of effort in capitalizing on all 14 aspects of college

experience. It is also possible for a student to reveal a low quality of effort

in all 14 aspects of experience.

The number of topics, or areas of college experience, in which a

student's quality of effort is above some agreed upon standard, is an indi-

cation of the scope or breadth of involvement. We have called this a

"Breadth Index." There are numerous ways one might define breadth: for

example, the number of topics in which a students' score is simply above

average, or significantly above average, with average based on students

from all schools, or based on the students at one type of institution, or stu-

dents at one specific college. These variations in definitions, and the con-

clusions one reaches under different definitions, have been examined in

detail in a study that was initiated several years ago. That study was based

on the responses of 10,739 students from 33 colleges and universities,

obtained in 1983-85. For the present chapter we have chosen a breadth

index based on the distribution of scores for that total sample of 10,739.

The number of topics, or areas of college experiences, that students' qual-
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ity of effort score is above average defines its breadth index, or the scope

of one's involvement in the college experience. Since not all students live

in a campus residence facility, that particular aspect of college life cannot

be used in the breadth index. There are, then, 13 topics to which all stu-

dents can respond. A student's breadth score can therefore range from

zero to 13meaning above average on nothing to above average on every-

thing.

The distribution of breadth scores is shown in the following

chart. A few students, 4%, have quality of effort scores that are not above

average on any topici.e., a breadth index of zero. At the other extreme,

slightly more than 4% have quality of effort scores that are above average

on all, or all but one, of the topicsi.e., a breadth index of 12 or 13. We

might reasonably regard a breadth index of three or lower as a low group;

and a breadth index of nine or higher as a high group. Each group con-

tains about one-fourth of the students.

In this chapter we will suggest that the breadth index may be a

very good overall indication of the quality of students' experience at a col-

lege. A college where many students are investing a high quality of effort

with respect to many aspects of college lifeboth academic and non-aca-

demicis probably a lively and effective environment for learning and de-

velopment. A college where many students are investing a relatively low

quality of effort in using the resources and opportunities college provides

for their learning and development would be a less lively and probably a

less effective college environment. In this sense, the breadth index may

capture the spirit of the place better than any other single indicator might

do.
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First some explanation of how one gets a high or low breadth in-

dex will help to clarify its meaning. Theoretically, a student's quality of

effort could be just barely above average on many aspects of the college

experience, resulting in a high breadth score; and, another student's quality

of effort could be just barely below average on many aspects of the college

experience, resulting in a low breadth score. In this case, the difference

between high and low breadth would be slight, insignificant, and of little

educational meaning. While this can happen theoretically, it does not in

fact happen in the real world. No one actually gets a high breadth score by

being just barely above average on many topics; and no one gets a low

breadth score by being just barely below average on many topics. What

happens is this: the higher the breadth score, the more topics there are in

which the student's quality of effort level is in the top third or higher, not

just in the top half. Conversely, students who get a low breadth score

have many quality of effort scores that are in the bottom third or lower of

the distribution of scores. In other words, a student with a high breadth

index has, typically, invested a genuinely high level of effort in many

aspects of the college experience; and a student with a low breadth index is

really low on many topics.

There is another way in which the same breadth score might have

two quite different meanings. Some of the quality of effort topics are

clearly academic in contentuse of the library, contacts with faculty mem-

bers, writing, course learning activities, and activities related to science.

Other topics are clearly related to non-academic or out-of-class experi-

ences use of the student union, activities in clubs and organizations, per-

sonal experiences in self-understanding, breadth and depth of student ac-

quaintances, and use of athletic and recreational facilities. Activities related

to art, music, and theater could be classified either way, but probably are
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more out-of-class than academic in nature. Conversation Topics and

Information in Conversations are both academic and non-academic so we

have listed them separately in the analysis which follows. Theoretically,

one student could have above average quality of effort only on the five

academic topics; and another student could have above average quality of

effort only on five of the six non-academic topics. Both would have a

breadth score of five, but the score would have a very different meaning.

Again, what could happen theoretically does not in fact happen in the real

world. The pattern of students involvement in college is not neatly divided

between academic and non-academic elements.

From the very lowest breadth score and at each higher level of

breadth score, the composition of the score is more or less equally divided

between academic and non-academic activities. As the breadth score in-

creases, it signifies not only a higher but also balanced scope of participa-

tion in the undergraduate experience.

We suggested that the breadth index may be a very good indicator

of the quality of undergraduate experience. The following table shows the

relationship between breadth of high quality of effort and progress toward

important goals. Toward every one of the goals, the percent of low

breadth students who believe they have made substantial progress is gen-

erally low; the percent of medium breadth students reporting substantial

progress is higher, and the percent of high breadth students reporting sub-

stantial progress is still higher. Moreover, the difference in reported

progress between high and low breadth students is very evident and of ed-

ucational significance.

The general value of the breadth index as an indication of quality

is demonstrated not only by its overall relationship to gains but also by the
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Relationship Between Breadth of Effort
and Progress Toward Important Goals

Percent Reporting Substantial Gain
MaximumAft=Score 0-3

Low Breadth
Score 4-8 Score 9-13

Medium Breadth High Breadth
intellectual Skills
Analysis 48 67 81 33

Quantitative 34 47 59 25

Synthesis 50 74 88 38

Inquiry 61 81 92 31

Science & Technoloey
Science 25 36 46 21

Technology 21 31 41 20

Consequences of Sciffech 19 32 45 26

General Education. Literature & Arts
Breadth 57 69 83 26

Arts 16 30 46 30

Literature 17 35 54 37

Writing 38 57 73 35

Philosophies 31 52 71 40

Personal/Social Development
Values 45 66 83 38

Self 58 78 89 31

Others 58 78 90 32

Team 34 53 69 35

Vocational Preparation
Job Training 39 45 49 10

Specialization 49 63 76 27

Career Relevance 56 68 77 21
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consistent way it reflects differences in experiences and progress that have

been described in previous chapters. For example, students in the high

group on the breadth index are:

a. more likely to be found at selective liberal arts colleges than at
other types of institution;

b. more likely to live on or near the campus rather than farther
away or at home;

c. more likely to be seniors than to be freshmen;

d. more likely to be traditional college age students than older
students;

e. more likely to be found among majors in humanities, biologi-
cal sciences or social sciences, and less likely to be found
among majors in business, engineering, or computer science;

f. more likely to plan on additional education in graduate or pro-
fessional school;

g. and, more likely to spend 40 or more hours a week on their
academic activities.

We have seen that the more students put into their college experi-

ence, the more they get out of it. It is also true that the more they put into

it, the better they like it. On the questionnaire, their opinions about college

were assessed by an'wers to the following questions:

How wt!l do you like college?

I am enthusiastic about it.
I like it.
I am more or less neutral about it.
I don't like it.

If you could start over again, would you go to the same
college you are now attending?

Yes, definitely.
Probably yes.
Probably no.
No, definitely.
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If to each question we give four points to the most positive re-

sponse, three to the next most positive, then two, and one point for the

most negative response, and then add the numbers for the two questions,

we get a score ranging from eight to two which we can call a satisfaction

index. The meaning of high and low scores is obvious. A score of eight

means I am enthusiastic about it, and I definitely would go to the same

place again. A score of two means I don't like it and I definitely would not

go to this school again. For our analysis we regard a score of seven or

eight as meaning "very satisfied;" a score of six which typically means I

like it and would probably go here again, can be described as "generally

satisfied;" and any score of five or lower means that one or more re-

sponses is neutral or negative.

For the total sample of students in our survey, the distribution of

satisfaction scores is shown below:

Satisfaction % Obtaining
Score the Score

8 22
7 25 I very satisfied (47%)

6 28 generally satisfied (28%)
POSITIVE (75%)

5 14
4 7
3 3
2 1

}

NEUTRAL TO NEGATIVE (25%)

somewhat dissatisfied (21%)

very dissatisfied (4%)

The contrast between satisfied and dissatisfied students is extraor-

dinarily vast. In the entire sample of undergraduates only 1% said "I don't

like it" and "No, definitely" I would not go to the same college again. In

contrast, 22% said "I am enthusiastic about it" and "Yes, definitely" I

would go to the same college again. Defining a score or eight or seven as
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"very satisfied" and a score of two or three as "very dissatisfied," the con-

trast between the satisfied and dissatisfied group is 47% to 4%.

To compare satisfaction with breath, we have divided the satisfac-

tion data into three segments: students whose level of satisfaction with

college is "very positive," 47%; "positive," 28%; and "veutral to nega-

tive," 25%. Each of these satisfaction levels is compared with scores on

the breadth index in the following table.

The relationship between the breadth of high quality of effort stu-

dents put into their educational experience and their satisfaction with the

college experience is strong and striking. Every increase in the breadth in-

dex is paralleled by an increase in satisfaction with college.

Relationship Between Breadth of Effort
and Satisfaction with College

Breadth Index

Percent
Neutral to
Negative

Percent
Generally
positive

Percent
Very

Positive
13 9 23 68

12 13 20 67

11 16 21 63

10 16 23 61

9 21 24 55
8 20 27 53

7 22 30 48

6 23 29 48

5 25 29 46

4 28 30 42
3 29 33 37

2 35 30 35

1 35 37 28

0 48 29 24
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CHAPTER 13

RE-VIEWING DIVERSITY AND DEVELOPMENT

At the outset of this report we expressed the opinion that none of

the major critiques of higher education published in the 1980's were based

on any systematically obtained knowledge about what students do in col-

lege or what they think they have achieved. It is, after all, the students

themselves who are engaged in the process of higher education and who

surely have some awareness and knowledge of what they are gaining from

the experience. So, the College Student Experiences Questionnaire was

constructed to provide data that would fill this incredible gap by asking the

students what they do and what they believe they have gained.

For each of the 142 activities in the questionnaire, students were

asked to recall whether they had engaged in the activity during the current

school year, and if so,about how often. Most of the activities were quite

explicit so that students could indeed recall their own behavior. Whether

they had engaged in the activity occasionally, often, or very often is of

course a personal judgment. In any case, all students know that very often

is more than often, and that often is more than occasionally. From a vari-

ety of comparisons with other observations, and with checks on the relia-

bility of student responses, evidence has accumulated to support the belief

that the students answers are highlyif not perfectlyaccurate, broadly

reliable, and therefore credible.

There were also 21 statements of goals or achievements in the

questionnaire. We asked students to reflect on their experiences in college

and to rate their own progress or gain as very little, some, quite a bit, or
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very much. All of the goals are relevant within the students' experiences

and, for each of them, students have some basis for recalling and judging

whether they have gained from their college experience. Moreover, their

responses are congruent with what one would expect from their activities,

and with what one knows from other sources of information. In a broad

sense what they say they have gained is also credible and valid.

We began our account of students' replies by listing all the activi-

ties that all the students (90% or.more) at each of five types of colleges

said they did at least occasionally during the current school year. Then we

added the activities that everyone did at some but not all five types of col-

leges. We followed the same pattern in listing all the activities that a ma-

jority or more (50% +) of the students did frequently (quite a bit & very

much) at each of the five types of colleges, and then at some but not all

five types. We found that the common and frequent activities were about

equally divided between ones classified as academic and scholarly in con-

tent such as reading, writing, studying, and discussing their schoolwork,

and ones classified as out of class activities such as getting acquainted with

a broad range of students, informal interpersonal associations and conver-

sations about college life. The additional common or frequent activities at

some but not all types of colleges were relatively few in number at the re-

search and doctoral universities and the comprehensive colleges and uni-

versities, and were mainly out-of-class activities. At the liberal arts college

there were a few more intellectual scholarly activities common to all their

students. The largest number of additional common and frequent activities

were found at the selective liberal arts colleges, and these were predomi-

nantly ones involving informal, interpersonal associations and the use of

non-academic campus facilities such as the student union, the residence

facilities, and clubs and organizations. The basic core of common and fre-
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quent academic activities was about the same at all the five types of institu-

tions.

We next turned to identifying all the activities which were notice-

ably more frequent at some types of colleges than at others. There were 51

activities in this listfifteen of them were academic, scholarly activities ,

and 36 were informal, interpersonal or related to the use of group facilities.

The remarkable feature of this list, however, was not the number of differ-

entiating activities but, the fact that in 46 out of the 51 it was the selective

liberal arts colleges with the highest percentage of frequent participation.

When we removed the selective liberal arts colleges from the comparisons,

we found almost no differences in the frequency of activities between any

of the other types of institutions. Diversity is an often-cited characteristic

of American higher education. But if frequency of student activities is

about the same at the types of institutions enrolling the most students, so

that it apparently makes little difference in what students do whether they

go to a research university, a doctoral university, or a comprehensivecol-

lege and university, where is the diversity? Perhaps diversity would be

found in student outcomes, if not in student activities.

There were 21 statements of goals or outcomes listed in the ques-

tionnaire. For each one, students indicated the extent to which they felt

they had gained or made progress toward its attainment. At all five types

of institutions a majority of students believed they had made at least

"some" progress toward all of the goals. Toward ten of the goals, a ma-

jority of students at all five types of institutions felt that they have made

5ubstantial progress. Those ten goals were ones that have been at the heart

of higher education for several centuries: the development of intellectual

skills and breadth of knowledge; the development of values and standards,

and understanding oneself and others; and preparation for a vocation. At
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the selective liberal arts college there were two additional outcomes cited

by a majority of the studentsbroadened acquaintance with literature, and

an awareness of different philosophies, cultures, and ways of life. When

differences between the institutional types were examined, there were 13

of the 21 goals where there was a noticeable difference in students' reports

of substantial gain, but in 9 of the 13 instances of a noticeable difference it

was the selective liberal arts college students with the highest percent indi-

cating substantial progress. There were no major differences in outcomes

between doctoral universities and comprehensives, only one difference

between comprehensives and liberal arts colleges, one between research

and doctoral universities, and two between research universities and gen-

eral liberal arts colleges.

Given the similarity in students' activities and students' progress

between the types of institutions that most students attend, is it fair to con-

clude that the undergraduate experience is pretty much the same every-

where? No. So what, then, has happened to diversity? There are two an-

swers. First, diversity is the victim of a cover-up whenever averages in-

stead of individual cases are reported. Differences between averages may

be small, but there may be large differences between the institutions that

are added together to produce the averages. Second, the well known ty-

pology of institutions developed by the Carnegie Foundation, and em-

ployed with minor variations by other researchers studying higher educa-

tion, is apparently not useful for the purpose of studying student activities

and progress in college. The typology may be useful for other purposes,

but it is not useful for revealing the diversity of undergraduate experience.

When one looks at the responses from individual institutions

rather than the average responses for types of institutions, the diversity of

student experiences and outcomes is very evident. For this perspective we
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selected 38 college and universities that had the most representative cross-

section of students responding to the questionnaire, and then plotted their

position in a series of charts. Each institution is represented by a dot. We

selected six activity or quality of effort topics, and six outcome or gains

topics. For these examples we picked both academic and non-academic

topics to reflect the variety of content in the questionnaire.

On the quality of effort topics, a difference between average

scores of three points or greater has, in previous analyses, been regarded

as an educationally important difference. This magnitude is illustrated by

the heavy bar at the left of each chart. Using this standard it is obvious

from the first set of charts that the differences between the highest scoring

and the lowest scoring institutions are always mr.ch larger than three points

and that on many of the topics the differences between the highest and

lowest average score of institutions within the same type are also greater

than three points.

For example, on the scale labeled QE: Faculty, the difference be-

tween the averages of the five types of institutions is 3.6 points, but the

maximum difference between single institutions is 6.3 points. Moreover,

all of the selective liberal arts colleges and all of the general liberal arts

colleges have a higher score than all of the research universities and all but

one of the doctoral universities. Obviously, institutional diversity is much

greater than the diversity between types of institutions.

On the Writing activity scale (QE:Writing), there are no differ-

ences of any importance between the institutional types; but the maximum

difference between single institutions is 4.4 points. On the Library scale

(QE: Library), the type differences are less than three points, but the

maximum institutional differerre is six points. And, on the Science/Tech-
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on the topic labeled QE: Clubs/Organizations. Indeed, the diversity is so

great among the doctoral universities, and the general liberal arts colleges,

that the average score for the type has no firm meaning. The difference

between averages of the types is five points but the difference between

single institutions is 12 points.

The institutional differences in student outcomes are even greater

than the differences in student activities. The percentages plotted in the

next set of charts are, for each institution, the percent of students who be-

lieved they had made "quite a bit" or "very much" progress toward the

objective. The bar at the left of each chart illustrates the range of 12

percentage points which has previously been used to suggest an

educationally important difference between groups. When we first

reported data on outcomes we noted that, except for the selective liberal

arts colleges, differences between the other types of institutions werevery

small. This is clear in the following charts where the percentages for the

selective liberal arts colleges are much much higher with respect to the

goals labeled breadth, writing, philosophies, and literature. For the goal

"broadening your acquaintance and enjoyment of literature" (Gains:

Literature), the percent indicating substantial progress at the lowest

selective liberal arts college is higher than the highest percent at any other

place. For the goal "developing your own values and ethical standards"

(Gains: Values), there are no research universities as high as the lowest

SLA; and for the goal "gaining a broad general education about different

fields of knowledge" (Gains: Breadth), there are only three of the other 30

colleges that are higher than the lowest SLA. For the goal of "writing
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clearly and effectively" (Gains: Writing), the average of the SLA's is

higher than any institution of any other type. Using the standard of a

difference of 12 percentage points or greater as indicating an educationally

important difference in attainment, the most striking feature of the charts is
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that the range of difference between the highest and lowest school within a

type is, in all but two of the 30 examples plotted, much greater than the

difference between the average scores of the five types of institutions.

Toward the goal "understanding other people and the ability to get along

with different kinds of people" (Gains: Others), there are no noticeable

differences between the average percentages reporting substantial progress

at any of the five types of institutions, but within each type there are very

large diffeiences between the gain reported by students at the separate

institutions.

Although average student activities and student progress appear to

be rather similar across different types of institutions, leading to the incor-

rect conclusion that it doesn't make much difference where one goes to

school, the previous charts documenting the differences between individ-

ual institutions show that there is considerable diversity in activities and

outcomes. It does indeed make a difference in what students will probably

do and what they will probably gain depending on the particular institution

they attend. If one dissected the data in greater detail, examining the activ-

ities and progress of individual students, still more diversity would be evi-

dent.

After they get to college there are other factors that influence stu-

dents' activities and attainments, whatever the type of college they attend.

One factor is where they live; another factor is what they study. Students

who lived in college housing, or within walking distance of the campus

were much more likely to use the athletic and recreation facilities, the stu-

dent union, participate in clubs and organizations, attend cultural events,

and develop friendships with many other students than were those who

lived farther from the campus or at home. Moreover, the resident students

were more likely to report substantial progress toward all the goals that in-
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volve interpersonal associations and self-understanding. The curriculum

was also an important influence. Students choice of a major field of study

reflects a selective attraction of persons and programs, and defines what

will be (or has been in the case of seniors) the field in which they have the

most courses. With respect to many activities there were large differences

between major fields. In use of the library, contacts with faculty mem-

bers, experiences in writing, and in activities related to the arts, students

who majored in humanities or social sciences were much more involved

than students in the sciences, or engineering, or business. Humanities and

social science majors were also much more active in broadening the range

of their student friendships and in experiences related to self-understand-

ing, than were engineering and business majors. A similar pattern was

evident in outcomes. Goals related to literature or the arts and to effective

writing, and an awareness of different philosophies and ways of life were

all cited by humanities and social science majors as ones towafd which

they made substantial gains, much more than majors in sciences or engi-

neering. One the other hand, goalyrelated to understanding science and

technology, to quantitative thinking, and to analysis and logic were ones

toward which science and engineering majors reported much greater

progress than tajors in humanities or social sciences.

Still other differences in college activities and outcomes are related

to characteristics of the students themselves--their age, gender, and ethnic

identification. We found that older and younger students put about the

same quality of effort into the academic experience and reported about the

same level of progress toward all academic goals. Older students, how-

ever, were minimally involved, if at all, in the collegiate or social and in-

terpersonal aspects of college. Men, more than women, were involved in

the use of athletic and recreation facilities and in activities related to
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science. They also more frequently reported substantial progress in un-

derstanding new scientific and technical developments and in quantitative

thinking. A somewhat higher percentage of women than men claimed

progress toward goals related to general education and personal/social de-

velopment. Among different ethnic groups, there were not matted differ-

ences between Asian, Hispanic, or black students in the quality of effort

they put into the academic, intellectual aspects of college, or in various

personal and interpersonal activities. Asian students were more engaged in

science activities, but less involved in group activities such as clubs and

organizations, and campus housing. Also, progress toward goals related

to science and technology was greatest among Asian students; but progress

toward effective writing and a broadened acquaintance with literature was

lowest among Asian students. In general, the differences between men

and women, and between the ethnic groups, no doubt reflect the selective

attraction of different major fields of study. Many Asian students are ma-

jors in engineering and computer sciences. Women are more likely than

men to major in humanities; and men are more likely to major in engineer-

ing or physical sciences. Sex differences and ethnic differences were not

highly influential detenniners of undergraduate activities and outcomes. At

least among the students in this national survey,. the quality of effort in-

vested in various college activities and the progress claimed toward various

goals was relatively similar for each gender and each ethnic group.

In this re-view of students' questionnaire responses, we have

reached some unexpected conclusions. Except for the selective liberal arts

colleges, students at other types of institutions engage in very similar ac-

tivities and make similar progress toward various goals. It doesn't seem to

make much difference whether the type of place is a big doctoral university

or a small traditional liberal arts college. Diversity is not readily found
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between types; but diversity is very evident when one looks at single insti-

tutions separately. Another unexpected conclusion is the relatively small

differences in activities and outcomes in the comparisonsbetween men and

women, and between black, Hispanic, and Asian students. From much

that one reads about sex differences and about discrimination and minori-

ties one would suppose that their college activities andoutcomes would be

very different but apparently their experiences are very similar. We also

found, contrary to the critics who claim that students don't learn anything,

that all students at all types of colleges believe they have made at least

some progress toward every one of the important goals listed in theques-

tionnaire. What is even more dramatically contrary to the critics is the

finding that a majority of students at all types of institutions believe they

have made substantial progress toward ten of themost basic and histori-

cally most highly regarded goals of higher educationgains in intellectual

skills, in breadth of knowledge, in vocational preparation, and in personal

and social development. If we are to believe the students, the critics are

wrong and badly misinformed.

There are, nevertheless, some conditions that have an important

bearing on the nature of the college experience. Ifone lives on or near the

campus, one participates more frequently and more fully in the opportuni-

ties for associations that are readily at hand. And, depending on the major

field one chooses to study, there are differences in activities and achieve-

ments related to the broad subject matter of the major fieldfor example,

humanities versus sciences.

Perhaps most influential on activities and attainments is simply the

time and effort one devotes to the college experience. For a majority of

students, going to college is a full-time enterprise. They spend about 15

hours a week in classes, and another 20 to 25 hours a week in studyin
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other words about 35 to 40 hours a week on academic activities. There are

168 hours in a week. About 10 hours a day are probably devoted to

sleeping, eating, and other "housekeeping" activities. So that leaves about

100 hours a week for other activities. The typical full-time student spends

35 to 40 hours of that time on school work, leaving 60 to 65 hours for

other activities. These other activities include participation in numerous

college events and facilitiesclubs, student union, cultural activities, de-

veloping friendships with many people, social activities, athletic and recre-

ational activities, etc. Some students also have part-time jobs. And, of

course, all students spend time on activities that have no relation to college

learning and development.

It is true that some students invest very little time or effort in the

college experienceonly 20 hours a week or less. But a larger number

invest 50 hours a week or more. When we identified two groups of stu-

dents described as engaged and disengaged, we found that the engaged

students outnumbered the disengaged students three to one. Moreover, the

level of effort and the scope or breadth of effort students put into their col-

lege experience was found to be a very good indicator of the quality of the

undergraduate experience, clearly associated with progress toward all im-

portant goals, with better grades, and with greater satisfaction. The stu-

dents who invest little get little in return. The are a distinct minority.

For most students, college is an enriching experiencepersonally,

socially, and intellectually. It is an experience that has contributed a lot to

clarifying their values and ethical standards. From time to time, nearly all

students have serious discussions about philosophy and values, politics,

and religion with students whose opinions are very different from their

own. And nearly all of them get involved in discussions about different

life-styles and customs. Most of them also talk on occasion about
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conditions in the world they all live inabout current events, science and

arts, peace, human rights, equality, justice, energy, pollution, chemicals,

genetics, and war. These are not idle conversations. Most students say

they often refer to knowledge and views gained from their courses and

readings and from their professors. Sometimes they get into discussions

that last far into the night. A very large majority of the students believe

they have gained much in their understanding of other people and their

ability to get along with different kinds of people. They also learn about

different fields of knowledge. They improve their ability to think criti-

cally, logically, and analytically. They test their own understanding by

trying to explain ideas, principles, procedures to others; and they often ask

other students to read something they have written to see if it is clear to

them. In their courses they try to see how different facts and ideas fit to-

gether and they think about the practical applications of what they are

learning.

They all know that if they expect to benefit from what college has

to offer, they have to take the initiative. So they do. Quality of effort is a

reflection of initiative. How much effort do they put into their college ex-

perience? How much do they think they get out of it? From most students

the answer to both questions is: a lot.
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CHAPTER 14

REDIRECTING THE CRITICS AND THE COLLEGES

What follows are some personal observations about the results of

this survey of undergraduates, some suggestions for improving the quality

of their education, and some advice to future critics of higher education.

I think two of the most important conclusions from the survey are

first, that the selective liberal arts colleges are uniquely powerful environ-

ments for student learning and development; and second, that except for

the selective liberal arts colleges, there are relatively few differences in stu-

dent activities or outcomes that can be attributed to the type of institution

one attends.

The strength of the selective liberal arts colleges is probably a cu-

mulative consequence of many conditions: students with a record of high

test scores and high achievement in high school; a full-time traditional col-

lege age student body living in campus residence facilities; students who

expect to continue their education in graduate or professional school and

are motivated to excel in their college courses; faculty who convey high

expectations and standards for student achievement, as indicated by the

fact that their students do a lot more reading, a lot more writing, and spend

a lot more time on their academic work than students at any of the other

types of institutions; faculty members who take a personal interest in the

progress of their students, as indicated by the fact that, far more so than at

other types of institutions, students regard the faculty as approachable,

helpful, understanding, and encouraging, and almost no student regards

the faculty members as remote, discouraging, or unsympathetic; and a cur-
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riculum and courses that are firmly embedded in the liberal artsmath,

physics, chemistry, biology, languages, literature, history, philosophy,

and the various social sciences. In a sense, these colleges might be de-

scribed as a community of scholars, expecting scholarship of the students.

It is possible that the lower levels of student involvement at the

large colleges and universities is a natural consequence of their size and di-

versity. Obviously the University of Minnesota with its 60,000 students

cannot try to be like Carleton. What is typical of University of Minnesota

students? If you added all its parts to get an average, what would the aver-

age mean? In the big universities we might find higher quality of effort

scores and higher percentages of students reporting substantial progress if

we looked separately at sub-cultures within the larger environmentaca-

demic groups, social groups, etc. At each of the institutional types there is

a group of hard working students (spending 50 or more hours a week on

their school work) that outnumbers those spending 20 hours a week or

less.

What persuades students to make a high quality investment in their

education? There are, of course, some students who genuinely enjoy

learning. Some observers say that vocational motives are especially influ-

ential. But in our data the students who invest the least amount of time and

effort are business majors, and this generally lower investment applies to

the personal/social aspects of the college experience as well as the aca-

demic/scholarly aspects. In any case, I am not persuaded that serious aca-

demic effort and broad involvement in campus life are promoted by voca-

tional motives. My guess is that on most campuses students soon perceive

what is expected of themfrom their professors and from their observa-

tions of other students. In the very large universities, this perception of

the campus climate or ethos may not be clear for the university-as-a-
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whole, but nevertheless quite clear for different parts of the university, so

that students are aware of what is expected where they are. The way to

stimulate higher levels of involvement by more students may be to create

distinctive programs with which certain groups can identifyperhaps an

honors program, an intensive language program, a single course required

of all freshmen so that everybody has something in common to talk about;

perhaps certain student activity centers such as the theater, or publications,

or politics each connected to closely related academic courses. In univer-

sities where many students expect to go to graduate school, departmental

clubs in which undergraduate majors and graduate students both partici-

pate, pre-professional clubs, and other groupings that combine academic

and social elements may promote closer identification with the institution

as well as a higher quality of effort.

Whatever the big university may do, the fact remains that some

students can enroll year after year, go to class, pass their exams, without

any faculty member really knowing who they are, or having any scholarly

or personal conversation with them. Large classes, plus faculty responsi-

bilities for teaching graduate courses and engaging in research, almost pre-

clude close monitoring of the personal and intellectual growth of large

numbers of undergraduates. Consequently, in the large universities, stu-

dent initiative is especially important. It probably takes more initiative to

get what you want in a big place than it takes in a small place. In a study at

one large university, students who were in the upper fourth on the Breadth

Index reported just as much progress toward various goals as did the aver-

age student at selective liberal arts colleges. Being high in the breadth in-

dex is evidence of initiative.

Surely the quality of the courses and the curriculum is another

major element in influencing students academic activity and progress. We
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have summarized what students reported about their undergraduate experi-

ence. We have not surveyed faculty members, or reading lists, or course

examinations. Nor have we studied college catalogues, or the quality of

teaching. If the quality of the students' investment in learning seems to be

about the same, at least on the average, whether at a research or doctoral

university, a comprehensive college, or a traditional liberal arts college,

perhaps it just means that students, wherever they are, generally do what is

expected of them, or just assume that what they are expected to learn is

worth learning. It's what one does in college. Despite small differences

between average activities and outcomes at the institutional types, there are

large differences between individual institutions within each type and be-

tween types. Those large differences may be caused by the content of

courses, or perhaps more broadly, by the contemporary relevance and

meaning students find in the courses.

Another major finding from the questionnaire results is the com-

plementary connection between academic and non-academic experiences.

In each type of institution four of the goals toward which the most students

reported substantial progress included two academic and two non-aca-

demic. The academic outcomes were "ability to learn on your own, pursue

ideas, and find information you need," and "ability to put ideas together, to

see relationships, similarities, and differences." The two non-academic

goals were "understanding yourselfyour abilities, interests, and per-

sonality," and "understanding other people and the ability to get along with

different kinds of people." In addition to that balance, the breadth index at

every level from the lowest to the highest was about equally balanced be-

tween academic and non-academic activities. For most undergraduate stu-

dents, college is a rounded experience. In our survey more than 90% were

full-time students, and in each type of institution a majority had lived in
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campus housing and were now living on or within walking distance of the

campus-95% of the students in the selective liberal arts colleges, 74% in

the traditional liberal arts colleges and in the research universities, and 56%

and 57% respectively in the doctoral universities and the comprehensive

colleges.

We are dealing here with a traditional college-age population for

whom college attendance is their primary activity. It is a mistake to think

about the curriculum and the extra-curriculum as unrelated. They are sepa-

rate administratively but they are not separate educationally. I believe that

a major improvement in the quality of undergraduate experience might re-

sult from greater awareness among faculty members and administrators

that the extra-curricular life of students is a very important part of higher

education. In fact, the non-academic activitiesclubs and organizations,

student union, cultural and athletic activities, the campus residence, the

breadth of student acquaintances, etc.contribute to intellectual skills and

to general education. To think only about the curriculum and teaching is

restrictive; to think about "the college experience" is expansive and more

likely to generate new ideas and programs to enrich the quality of educa-

tion.

For researchers and critics in higher education I would hope that a

forthright acknowledgment of what they are not considering as well as a

frank acknowledgement of the limitations of their observations would be-

come common. The present book deals only with student responses to a

questionnaire. Different insight would no doubt come from different

methods of inquiry about studentsfrom diaries, for example, or from in-

terviews, or group discussions at different campuses, or a battery of

achievement tests and attitude tests.
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The field of higher education is a very large topic. It goes without

saying that what you see depends on where you look; that where you look

depends on what you are looking for, and that how you interpret what you

find depends on your values.

To illustrate the magnitude of the topic, I would like to suggest

four perspectives or ways of looking at higher education; each of which is

different and each of which is important, as follows: 1) higher education

is a value; 2) higher education is a social system; 3) higher education is a

professional enterprise; and 4) higher education is a personal achievement.

First, higher education is a value. It is a belief that knowledge of

the past and present is better than ignorance, that reason and logic are de-

sirable, that skill is better than ineptitude, and that the search for Snder-

standing and meaning and the experience of learning are valuable for their

own sake. In this sense, colleges and universities can be viewed as the

embodiment of that belief, just as churches are the embodiment of belief in

religion, and court houses are the embodiment of belief in justice, however

well or poorly these institutions may symbolize the values they represent.

Given this starting point, one would be concerned about the missions and

purposes of higher education, about internal and external forces that

strengthen or weaken value commitments, about value changes over time,

about the extent to which value clarification is clouded by conflicting prac-

tices, about public faith or belief in such values.

Second, higher education is a social system. It is a network of

institutions, programs, and people organized and interacting in a variety of

means for a variety of ends. Given this starting point, one would be con-

cerned with the magnitude of the system, the relative sizes of its different

elements, the extent of diversity within it, with changes over time, and un-

derstanding the dynamics behind historical changes that may account for
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the shape of the system. One would be concerned, too, with access to the

system and mobility within it, and with the congruence between people

and programs. At the institutional level within the system one would be

concerned with how the institution worksits organization and adminis-

tration, its governance and finance, its decision-making and adaptive

mechanisms, and with connections between practices and attainments. In

short, one would be concerned with how the system as a whole serves so-

cietal values, expectations, and needs; and with how the institutions within

the system operate to attain or produce what they intend.

Third, higher education is a professional enterprise. Not only is

higher education the training ground for society's major professions, it is

itself a profession in the sense that its major personnel are professionals

i.e. experts in their particular endeavors. Presumably this applies to ad-

ministrators and managers as well as to the professoriate. One would be

concerned with such topics as the nature of professional training, with

professional competence, development, and achievement, with profes-

sional roles of teaching, research, and service and the re/ards for such

roles, with professional ethics, and with accountability. One would be

concerned too with academic freedom and other conditions of employment;

and with the extent to which role definitions and expectations may exert a

selective attraction on the decision to enter the profession. One would also

be concerned with public confidence in the profession, and the basis for

such confidence or lack of confidence.

Fourth, higher education is a personal achievement. This perspec-

tive focuses attention on student learning and personal development, on

achievement during college and achievement after college. To understand

learning and development one would be concerned with all the conditions

that may enhance itwith the facilities and resources, the events and ex-
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periences, the opportunities for learning and development in the college

setting, with the programs and procedures, the stimuli and standards in the

college environment, and with the amount, scope, and quality of effort

students themselves put into using the facilities and opportunities. One

would also be concerned with a variety of achievementswith the acquisi-

tion of knowledge in many subjects, with critical thinking and other intel-

lectual skills and habits, with self-understanding, social development, es-

thetic appreciations, and all the other achievements commonly mentioned

in statements of objectives. One would also be concerned with a similar

range of achievements after college.

Referring back to my opening chapter about colleges and critics, I

would describe Bennett's report for the National Endowment for the

Humanities as reflecting the view that higher education is a value, which

for him is the importance of understanding Western Civilization; the report

from the Association of American Colleges seems to reflect a combination

of higher education as a value and of higher education as a professional

enterprise; the report of the National Institute of Education with its empha-

sis on effective teaching and measuring outcomes stems mainly from the

view of higher education as a profession and as a personal achievement;

Boyer's book deals mainly with how the institution works; ar.J the present

book reflects the view that higher educational is a personal achievement.

No one critique of higher education has viewed the enterprise

from all four of these perspectives. And no doubt there are still other per-

spectives or images for thinking about higher education.

One of the findings from my own study that surprised me was the

absence of large differences in student activity and progress between the

universities, the comprehensive colleges, and even the traditional liberal

arts colleges. I guessed that this lack of difference may have resulted from
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my comparing averages rather than specific institutions. That guess was

partly correct because there were some large differences in behavior and in

gains between individual institutions. Nevertheless it did seem that the

system of higher education was not as differentiated as many people as-

sumed it was with respect to student experiences at different types of insti-

tutions.

We could, of course, interpret this lack of differentiation in an-

other way. We could say that, despite known differences in clientele, in

programs, and other campus features, there is a basic core of student be-

havior and student progress in the undergraduate experience. Moreover,

this basic core of student behavior is voluntary. It reflects initiative by the

students; it is not compelled by the administration or by some rule book.

It reflects the quality and scope of personal investment that students are

making for their own higher education. For most students at most places it

is a solid investment.

It is my personal hope that the positive record of student activities

and student progress from this survey of more than 25,000 undergraduates

in the mid 1980's will help to counterbalance some of the negative com-

ments made by some of the critics about today's college students. When I

look at the numbers, I see a lot of students doing what we all hope they

will do and gaining what we all hope they will gain from their undergrad-

uate experience.
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The main purpose of this Inquiry is to learn more about how students spend their
time In course work, In the library, in contacts with faculty, in extracurricular
activities, in various social and cultural activities, and In using other facilities and
opportunities that exist In the college setting.

The information obtained from you and from other students at many different colleges
and universities will provide new insight to administrators, faculty members, and
others who provide the resources and shape the programs that are meant to be of
benefit for student learning and development within the college experience.

At first glance you may think it will take a long time to fill out this questionnaire, but
you will find that it can be answered quite easily, that you can do It in less than an
hour and perhaps Only 30 to 45 minutes. You will find, too, when you have finished it,
that your answers provide a kind of self-portrait of what you have been giving and
getting in your college experience.

The ultimate benefits In this or any other survey depend on the thoughtful responses
and willing participation from those who are asked to help. Your willingness to
participate is Important and very much appreciated.

We do not ask you to write your name anywhere in this questionnaire: but we do need
to know where the reports come from, and that is why each questionnaire has a
number on the back pagecertain blocks of numbers tell us that those questionnaires
have come from your college.

And, as you will see on the next page, we need to know a few things about you and
where you coma from, so that we can learn how activities might be related to age,
sex, year In college, major field, whether one lives on the campus, whether one has a
job, etc.

The questionnaire responses will be read by en electronic scanning device. The
machine can only read messages given to it with a soft, bleak bed pencil. Please be
careful In marking your responses. Erase cleanly any response you wish to change.

C S E

This questionnaire is available through the Center for the Study at
Evaluation, UCLA Graduate School of Education, 405 Hilgard Ave , Los

Angeles, CA 90024. It is intended for use by any college or university
that wishes to have an inventory of the campus experiences of its

students.

c Copyright 1979 by C Robert Pace
Revised Second Edition 1983

Format Revision 1986
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

DIRECTIONS: Indicate your response by filling In the appropriate space under each question.

Age

O 22 or younger
O 23-27
O 28 or older

sax

O male
O female

Are you single or monied?

O single
O married

What Is your classification In college?

O freshman
O sophomore
O junior
O senior
O graduate student

Did you enter college hem or did you transfer here
kom another college?

0 entered here
O transferred from another college

Nave you at any time while attending this college
Need in a college dormitory, fraternity or sorority
house, or other college housing?

O Yes
Q no

When do you now live during the school year?

O dormitory or other college housing
O fraternity or sorority house
O private apartment or room within walking

distance of the college

O house. apartment. etc sway from the campus
O with my parents or relatives

At this college, up to now, what have most of your
grades been?

O A
O A .B,
O B
O B.C'
O CC . or lower
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Which of the toilowing comes closest to describing
your major field of study (or your expected major)?

O Agriculture
O Arts (art, music, theater. etc )
O Biological Sciences (biology, biochemistry. bola,

zoology. etc.)

O Business
O Computer Science
0 Education (including physical education and recrea
O Engineering
O Health related fields (nursing, physical therapy. h

technology, etc.)

O Humanities (literature. languages, history. philosi
religion. etc )

O Physical Sciences (physics, chemistry, mathemai
astronomy. earth science. etc )

O Social Sciences (economics, political science.
Psychology. sociology, etc )

O Other. What?

O Undecided

Did tither of your parents graduate from college?

O no
O yes. both parents
O yes. father only
O yes. mother only

When, or if, you graduate from college, do you expe
to enroll for a more advanced degree?

O yes
O no

Are you going to school full -time or part-time?

lull-time
O part-hme

During the time school is in session, about how ma.
hours a week do you usually spend on activities the
related to your school work? This includes time ape
In class and time spent studying.

O about 50 hours a week or more
O about SO hours a week
O about 30 hours a week

about 20 hours a week
O iess than 20 hours a week



During the time school Is in session, about how many
hours a week do you usually spend working on a lob?

0 none I am not employed during the school year
0 about 10 hours or iess
0 about 15 hours
0 about 20 hours
0 about 30 hours
0 more than 30 hours

About how much of your college expanses this year
are provided by your parents or family?

0 all or nearly all
0 more than halt
0 less than hall
0 none or very little

What Is your racial or ethnk Identification?

J. While. Cain as.att
Black

0 Hispanic Me.icari-Anierican Puerto Rican
0 Oriental or Asian
Cl Other Whar-,

How are you classified In the United States?

Citizen of the United States
0 Immigrant (permanent resident)
0 Non-immigrant

If you are not a citizen of the United States.
in what country are you a citizen?

COLLEGE ACTIVITIES

DIRECTIONS: In your experience at this college during the current school year, about how often have you done each of tl
following? indicate your response by filling in one of the spaces to the lett of each statement.

o

I
Library Experiences

0000 Used the library as a quiet place to read or
study materials you brought with you

0000 Used the card catalogue to find what materials
there were on some topic

0000 Asked the librarian for help in finding material
on some topic.

0000 Read something in the reserve book room or
reference section

0000 Used indexes (such as the Readers Guide to
Periodical Literature) to journal articles

0000 Developed a bibliography or set of references
for use in a term paper or other report.

0000 Found some interesting material to read lust
by browsing in the stacks

0000 Ran down leads, looked for further references
that were cited in things you read

0000 Used specialized bibliographies (such as Chemical
Abstracts. Psychological Abstracts. etc )

0000 Gone back to read a basic reference or document
that other authors had often referred to

I
lai
0000
0000

Experiences with Faculty

Talked with a faculty member
Asked your instructor for information related

to a course you were taking (grades. make-ut
work, assignments. etc )

0000 Visited informally and briefly with an instruct
after class

3000 Made an appointment to meet with a faculty
member in his/her office

0000 Discussed ideas for a term paper or other cla
project with a faculty member

0000 Discussed your career plans and ambitions win
a faculty member

0000 Asked your instructor for comments and
criticisms about your work

0000 Had coffee. cokes. or snacks with a faculty
member

3003 Worked with a faculty member on a research

CC(. 0 Discussed personal problems or concerns w
a faculty member

BEST COPY Anti..
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DIRECTIONS: In your experience at this collage during the current school year. about how often have you done each of t
following? Indicate your response by tilling In one of the spaces to the left of each statement.

Course Learning

0000 Took detailed notes in class
0000 Listened attentively in class meetings
0000 Underlined major points in the readings.
0000 Tried to see how different facts and ideas fit

together

0000 Thought about practical applications of the
material

0000 Worked on a paper or project where you has
to Integrate ideas from varlouS sources.

0000 Summarized major points and information
in your readings or notes.

0000 Tried to explain the material to another
student or friend.

0000 Made outlines from class notes or readings.
0000 Did additional readings on topics that were

introduced and discussed in class.

Art, Musk, Theater

0000 Talked about art (painting, sculpture.
architecture, artists, etc ) with other students
at the college.

t)000 Gone to an art gallery or art exhibit on the
campus.

0000 Read or discussed the opinions of art critics.
0000 Participated in some art activity (painting,

pottery, weaving, drawing. etc.).

0000 Talked about music (classical, popular,
musicians, etc ) with other students at the
college

0000 Attended a concert or other music event at
the college

0000 Read or discussed the opinions of music critics.
0000 Participated in some music activity (orchestra.

chorus. etc )

0000 Talked about the theater (plays, musicals.
dance. etc ) with other students at the college.

0000 Seen a play. ballet. or other theater performance
at the college

0000 Read or discussed the opinions of drama critics
0000 Participated in or worked on some theatrical

production (acted. danced, worked on scenery,
etc )

156
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ist Student Union

0000 Had meals, snacks. etc at the student union
or student center

0000 Looked at the bulletin board for notices aboi
campus events.

Met your friends at the student union or
student center.

Sat around in the union or center talking will
other students about your classes and othi
college activities.

0000 Used the lounge(s) to relax or study by
yourself.

0000 Seen a film or other event at the student
union or center.

0000 Attended a social event in the student union
or center

0000

0000

0000 Heard a speaker at the student union or cent
0000 Played games that were available in the stuck

union or center (ping-pong, cards. pool.
pinball, etc.).

0000 Used the lounge(s) or meeting rooms to me(
with a group of students for a discussion

Athletic and Recreation Fealties

0000 Set goals for your performance in some skill
0000 Followed a regular schedule of exercise. or

practice in some sport, on campus

0000 Used outdoor recreational spaces for casual
and informal individual athletic activities.

0000 Used outdoor recreational spaces for casual
and Informal group Sports.

0000 Used facilities in the gym for individual
activities (exercise, swimming. etc)

0000 Used facilities in the gym for playing Sports
that require more than one person

0000 Sought instruction to improve your performan.
in some athletic activity.

0000 Played on an intramural team.
0000 Kept a chart or record of your progress in

some skill or athletic activity

0000 Played in any varsity sport or athletic event



DIRECTIONS: In your experience al this college during the current school year, about how often have you done each of
the following? Indicate yap' response by filling In one of the swats to the left of each statement.

E

Clubs and Organizations

0000 Looked in the student newspaper for notices
about campus events and student organizations

0000 Attended a program or event put on by a
student group

0000 Read or asked about a club, organization, or
student government activity

000C) Attended a meeting of a club, organization, or
student government group.

0000 Voted in a student election
0000 Discussed policies and issues related to campus

activities and student government.

0000 Worked in some student organization or
special project (publications. student
government, social event. etc )

0000 Discussed reasons for the success or lack of
success of student club meetings, activities.
or events

0000 Worked on a committee
0000 Met with faculty adviser or administrator to

discuss the activities of a student organization.

c

ft 1
0000 Used a dictionary or thesaurus to look up the

proper meaning of words,

0000 Consciously and systematically thought about
grammar, sentence structure, paragraphs.
word choice, and sequence of ideas or points
as you ware writing

Experience In Writing

0000 Wrote a rough draft of a paper or essay and
then revised it yourself before handing it in.

0000 Spent at least five hours or more writing a
paper (not counting time spent in reading
or at the library).

0000 Asked other people to read something you
wrote to see if it was clear to them

0000 Referred to book or manual about style of
writing, grammar. etc

0000 Revised a paper or composition two or more
times before you were satisfied with it.

0000 Asked an instructor for advice and help to
improve your writing

0000 Made an appointment to talk with an instructor
who had criticized a paper you had written

0000 Submitted for publication an article, story, or
other composition you had written

Personal Experiences

0000 Told a friend why you reacted to another
person the way you did.

0000 Discussed with other students why some grou
get along smoothly, and other groups don't

0000 Sought out a friend to help you with person:

ours* that dealt with understandini
personal and social behavior.

0000 Identified with a character in a book or movie
and wondered what you might have done
under similar circumstances

0000 Read articles or books about personal
adjustment and personality development.

0000 Taken a test to measure your abilities, interest
or attitudes.

0000 Asked a friend to tell you what he/she really
thought about you.

0000 Been in a group where each person, including
yourself, talked about his/her personal probler

0000 Talked with a counselor or other specialist al,.
problems of a personal nature.

1
I I

Student Acquaintances

0000 Made friends with students whose academic
major field was very different from yours.

0000 Made friends with students whose Interests
were very different from yours.

0000 Made friends with students whose family
background (economic and social) was verb
different from yours.

0000 Made friends with students whose age was
very different from yours.

0000 Made friends with students whose race was
different from yours.

0000 Made friends with students from another
country.

0000 Had serious discussions with students whose
philosophy of life or personal values were
very different from yours.

0000 Had serious discussions with students whose
religious beliefs were very different from
yours

0000 Had serious discussions with students whose
political opinions were very different from
yours

0000 Had serious discussions with students from
country different from yours

1
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DIRECTIONS. In your experience at this college during
the current school year, about how often have you don*
each Oithi:following?

1

Elit Science/Technology

00(0 Memorized for mulas. delinittonS, technical terms
0000 Tried to express a set of relationships in

mathematical terms

0000 Tested your understanding of some scientific
principle by seeing if you could explain it
to another student

0000 Read articles (not assigned) about scientific
theories or concepts

0000 Practiced to improve your Skill in using some
laboratory equipment

0000 Showed a classmate how to use a piece of
scientific equipment

0000 Attempted to explain an experimental
procedure to a classmate.

0000 Went to an exhibit or demonstration of some
new scientific device

0000 Worked on a paper or project where you used
a computer

0000 Used a computer to assist in course learning
(language skills, math skills. etc )

0000 Wrote a program to analyze data on a computer
C000 Sought out-of-class instruction in ways to

use computers

DIRECTIONS: II you are now living in dormitory or
fraternity/sorority, about how often have you done each
of the following in that residence unit during the current
school year? Indicate your response by filling in one of
the spaces to the left of each statement. It you do not
live In a campus residence, omit these items.

;431o z
Dormitory or Fraternity/Sorority

0000 Had lively conversations about various topics
during dinner in the dining room or cafeteria

0000 Gone out with other students for late night

0000 Offered to help another student (with course
work, errands, favors. advice, etc.) who
needed some assistance

0000 Participated in bull sessions that lasted late
into the night.

0000 Asked others for assistance in something yot
were doing

0000 Borrowed things (clothes, records, posters.
books. etc.) from others in the residence unit

0000 Attended social events put on by the resident
unit.

0000 Studied with other students in the residence un
0000 Helped plan or organize an event in the

residence unit.

0000 Worked on some community service or fund
raising project with other students in the
residence unit.

CONVERSATIONS

DIRECTIONS: In conversations with other students at
this college during the current school year, about how
often have you talked about each of the following?

Topics of Conversation

0000 Job prospects. money, careers
C000 Movies and popular music
0000 Social events. parties
0000 Boyfriends. girlfriends
C..000 Current events in the news
0000 Major social problems such as peace, human

rights, equality. justice

3000 Different life styles and customs
0000 The ideas and views of other people such as

writers. philosophers. historians.

0000 Fine arts - painting. theatrical productions,
ballet. symphony etc

OCC Science - theories experiments, methods
01;0 Computers and other technologies
Cr. S 'nc,ii and ethical issues related to science

And technology such as energy. pollution.
,,,,c,tts genetics military uSe
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In these conversations with other students, about how
often have you done each of the following?

Information In Conversations

0000 Referred to knowledge you had acquired in
your reading

0000 Explored different ways of thinking about thy
topic

0000 Referred to something a professor said abou'
the topic.

0000 Subsequently read something that was relate
to the topic

0000 Changed your opinion as a result of the
knowledge or arguments presented by other

0000 Persuaded others to change their minds as a
result of the knowledge or arguments you
cited



READING/VIRMNG

During the current school year, about how many books
have you read? Fill In one space In each column.

Textbooks or assigned books
Non-assigned books

00 none
00 fewer than 5
00 between 5 and 10
00 between 10 and 20
00 more than 20

During the current school year, about how many written
reports have you made? nil In one space In each column.

Essay exams In your courses
Term papers or other written reports

00 none
00 fewer than 5
00 between 5 and 10
00 between 10 and 20
00 more than 20

OPINIONS ABOUT COLLEGE

How well do you like college?
I , about it

de, more oi less neutral about It
I t it

If you could start over again, would you go to
the same college you are now attending?
0 Yes cletinitely
0 Probably ye
C. Probably no

No definitety

What is your opinion about the following statement:
It students expect to benefit from what this college
or university has to offer, they have to take the
initiative.**

Stongly agree
o Agree

Disagree
CN Strongly disagree

THE COLLEGE ENVIRONMENT

Colleges differ from one another In the extent to which they emphsrize or stress various aspects of students' developmer
Thinking of your own experience at this college, to what extent do you feel that each of the following Is emphasized? Tt
responses are numbered from 7 to 1, with the highest and lowest points described. Fill In the space of whichever numb
bast Indicates your Impression on this seven-point rating scale.

Emphasis on the development of acaaemc.
scholarly, and intellectual qualities

Strong emphasis 0 0 0 I. C' Weak emphasis

Strong emphasis 0

Emphasis on the development of esthetic
expressive. and creative quaiities

7 3 Weak emphasis

Emphasis on being critical
evaluative, and analytical

Strong emphasis 0 C' Weak emphasis

Emphasis on the development of vocational
and occupational compelPn,.e

Strong emphasis 0 Weak emphasis

Strong emphasis 0

Emphasis on the personal e
and practical values of our ".os

1,57
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The neat three ratings refer to relationships among people at the college. Again, thinking of your own experience, how

would you rate these relationships on the sevenpoint scales?

Friendly, Supportive,
Sense of belonging

Relationship with other students.
student groups, and activities

0 0 0 0 0 rTICompelitive, Uninvolved.
Sense of alienation

Approachable, Helpful,
Understanding, Encouraging

Relationships with faculty members

0 0 0 Remote, Discouraging.
Unsympathetic

Helpful, Considerate, m
Flexible

Relationships with administrative
personnel and offices

0 0 0 Rigid, Impersonal,
Bound by reguletions

ESTIMATE OF GAINS

DIRECTIONS: In thinking over your experiences In college up to now, to what extent do you feel you have gained or

swoons' in each of the following respects? Indicate your response by tilling in one of the spawn to the left of each staWrnent.

i!
0000 Vocational training - acquiring knowledge and

skills applicable to a specific job or type of work.

0000 Acquiring background and specialization for
further education in some professional.
Scientific. or scholarly field.

0000 Gaining a broad general education about
different fields of knowledge.

0000 Gaining a range of Information that may be
relevant to a career

0000 Developing an understanding and enjoyment
of art, music, and drama.

0000 Broadening your acquaintance and enjoyment
of literature.

0000 Writing clearly and effectively.
0000 Acquiring familiarity with the use of computers.
0000 Becoming aware of different philosophies.

cultures, and ways of life.

0000 Developing your own values and ethical
standards.

0000 Understanding yourself - your abilities,
interests, and personality.

1! I
0000 Understanding other people and the ability t.

get along with different kinds of people

0000 Ability to function as a team member.
0000 Developing goon health habits and physical

0000 Understanding the nature of science and
experimentation.

0000 Understanding new scientific and technical
developments.

0000 Becoming aware of the consequences (bene
hazards/dangers/values) of new applicalich
in science and technology

0000 Ability to think analytically and logically
0000 Quantitative thinking - understanding

probabilities, proportions. etc
0000 Ability to put ideas together, to see relations

similarities, end differences between ideas

0000 Ability to learn on your own. pursue ideas. a
find information you need
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EXAMPLES OF INSTITUTIONAL TYPES

INCLUDED IN THE SURVEY

(RU) Research Universities (GLA) General Liberal Arts

UCLA Allentown College

U Arizona Roberts Wesleyan

Ohio State Westtninister (MO)

Penn State Keuka

U. South Carolina Susquehanna

Colleges

(DU) Doctoral Universities (SL A) Selective Liberal Arts Colleges

U Denver Amherst

Boston College Hamilton

North Carolina State U Carleton

U South Dakota Grinnell

Miami U (OH) Occidental

(CCU) Comprehensive Colleges and Universities

James Madison

U Wisconsin, LaCrosse

Rhode Island College

Canisius

Salisbury State U
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Since I have not personally learned to talk to computers, my de-

pendence on those who do have that skill and understanding is surely ob-

vious. We all can, however, communicate in English. We have had many

discussions about higher education, measurement and evaluation, research

methods, and the analysis and interpretation of data; and these discussions

have been personally rewarding. The opportunity to work with and learn

from students is one of the most valued benefits of being in a university.

C. R . P .
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